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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In case of many supercooled liquids, when the temperature is decreased rapidly from the 
liquid state, a glass rather than the crystalline solid forms. When the temperature approaches 
the glass transition temperature Tg, the viscosity of the system reaches an extremely large 
value(~ 1013 Poise). Traditionally, two different approaches are adapted for explaining this 
nonequilibrium glassy behavior, a thermodynamic approach and a kinetic approach. 
In the thermodynamic approach, the glass transition temperature is determined by analyz­
ing thermodynamic variables such as the specific volume,the specific heat or the entropy. Fig. 
1.1 shows the entropy versus temperature. Below the melting temperature Tm, rapid quench­
ing leads to a supercooled liquid instead of a crystal. The limit of supercooling of a liquid is 
attained when the entropy of the liquid becomes equal to the entropy of the crystal. For a 
typical glass forming liquid, below this limit, we encounter an "entropy crisis": the entropy of 
the liquid becomes lower than the entropy of the crystal. (1) This limit temperature of super­
cooling, Tk, is called "Kauzmann temperature". In other words, the Kauzmann temperature 
Tk is a thermodynamic limit for the glass transition. The actual glass transition, where the 
viscosity becomes extremely large(typically 1013 Poise), happens before Tk-
One of the prevailing kinetic approach to glassy behavior is the mode coupling theory 
(MOT). (2) (4) In MOT, the glassy behavior emerges from ergodicity breaking. In ergodic 
phases such as an equilibrium liquid, the system can explore the entire phase space. However, in 
nonergodic phases such as a glass, the system is trapped in one of the local minima. Ergodicity 
breaks down. When we define the Fourier transform of the correlation function of density 
fluctuations Fq(t) = lim^oo ^ (pq(t)p_q(0)), the criterion for glassiness is 
2 
S Liquid 
Frozen glass Supercooled liquid 
T 
Figure 1.1 Entropy versus temperature. Tk and Tm  are Kauzmann tem­
perature and melting temperature respectively. Below T, we 
encounter an "entropy crisis", the so called "Kauzmann para­
dox" . 
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lim Fa(t)  = 0, liquid t—Kx> 
lim Fq(f) ^ 0, glass (1.1) 
MCT theory predicts the temperature Ta, at which dynamical self arrest sets in. At 
the temperature 7a, the viscosity rj  has a power law of divergency rj  ~ \T — Ta|-7 and the 
barrier between local minima diverges. (3) In general, the temperature Ta is not identical to 
the actual glass temperature TG .  Rather it  is known that TA > TG ,  which means below TA, 
activated relaxation, ignored in the MCT, still continues and the system finally falls out of 
equilibrium at TG .  
Fig. 1.2 shows density fluctuation function Fq(t) versus time. At higher temperature, 
T » TA, the correlation function Fq(t) shows a simple exponential decay. At T > TA, the 
correlation function Fq(t) shows a slow decay to make a plateau, which demonstrates the slow 
1: 
Figure 1.2 Time dependence of the correlation function obtained using 
mode coupling theory for a 3-dimensional Coulomb frustrated 
Ising ferromagnet (5) 
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dynamics of particles trapped in the cage of its nearest neighbors. As time increases, the 
trapped particles finally escape from the cage and decay to zero. At T — TA, the density 
fluctuation function Fq(t) does not decay to zero and saturates into a non-zero value at our 
laboratory time scale. The particles are arrested kinetically in the cage of nearest neighbors. 
In the viewpoint of statistical mechanics, ergodicity break down at T = TA- In MCT, the 
glass transition is a dynamical transition from ergodic phase into nonergodic phase. (5) (4) 
(3) The dynamic and thermodynamic descriptions of glasses are not contradictory description 
of glassy physics. It has been shown that the MCT temperature Ta is precisely the same 
temperature, where an exponentially large number of metastable states emerges, leading to an 
extensive configurational entropy. Thus, the self arrest at Ta has a clear meaning in terms of 
the thermodynamic description of glass. 
The problem in the theory of glass is that the theoretical description of classical liquids 
with strong hard core repulsion leads to major difficulties to perform controlled calculation 
for either the liquid and glassy state of these systems. However, a number of "soft materials" 
also show glassy behavior but allow a more controlled theoretical description. For example, 
major progress of the equilibrium theory of microemulsions and block copolymers has been 
made during last decade. Based on these results, a theory for glassy behavior of such system 
will be developed in this thesis. 
A microemulsuion consist of oils, waters and surfactants. Oil and water phase separate at 
low temperatures, an effect which can be altered by adding amphiphilic surfactant molecules 
like soap or lipids. Depending on the nature of the surfactant and its volume fraction, complex 
inhomogeneous structures occur. (8) These are caused by the competition between short-
ranged forces between oil and water, favoring the separation of uniformly condensed phases, 
and stoichiometric constraints due to the surfactant which energetically frustrate this separa­
tion. Examples of such structures are emulsions, which are non-equilibrium colloidal suspen­
sions, and microemulsions in which oil and water are intertwined in complex structures but are 
at equilibrium with respect to overall phase separation. The former consist of macroscopically 
large droplets or bicontinuous networks of oil and water separated by monolayer interfaces of 
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amphiphiles. Microemulsions, on the other hand, are composed of self-organized mesoscopic 
structures often in form of lamellae. These strongly correlated fluids are of great scientific and 
technological interest: they present extreme materials properties, like ultra-small surface ten­
sions. Related phases are essential for the stability of cell membranes, formed by phospholipid 
molecules; applications of range from medicine to biomolecular assemblies such as the Golgi 
apparatus, to food science in the preparation of sauces, and to petroleum industry, just to 
name a few prominent examples. Many of the mesoscale structures found in these amphiphilic 
systems are extremely long lived while the macroscopic mechanical properties may resemble 
those of a soft solid, as in "stiff mayonnaise". Sometimes this may arise from phases with true 
broken translation symmetry, like smectics. In other cases the system may not exhibit any 
clear broken symmetry. The latter would then be analogous to a glass. Light and neutron 
scattering reveal the hallmarks of glassy motions also on the mesoscopic scale of a variety of 
amphiphilic assemblies. (9) (10) (11) 
Block copolymer systems, i.e. macromolecules built of sequences of chemically distinct 
repeat units so called monomers, are of particular interest due to the phenomenon of microphase 
separation and the resulting formation of complex ordered structures and change in their 
macroscopic mechanical properties. (13) (12) (30) (16) For example, a diblock copolymer 
melts consisting of blocks of A and B monomers are chiefly characterized by the Flory-Huggins 
parameter 
X - VAB - 2 (yAA + "BE) , (1.2) 
which characterizes the segregation strength between A and B monomers and is inversely pro­
portional to the temperature. Here, vss< is a measure for the short distance repulsion between 
s and s' monomers (s, s' — A or B) in units of k&T. For large enough %, i.e. at low temper­
ature, phase separation into A-rich and B-rich regions occurs. (12) These regions are limited 
in size due to the covalent bond between the blocks resulting in the phenomena of microphase 
separation. Another parameter which determines the behavior of a diblock copolymer is the 
total degree of polymerization S. For large 5, the reduction of the contacts between A and 
B monomers leads to phase separation due to a loss of entropy. (29) The phase state of a 
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block copolymer depends on the product of % and S. (12) In particular, in case of equal 
length of the A and B blocks, the system develops lamellar order with a period. The transi­
tion between the mixed and microphase separated state (lamellar phase) is via a fluctuation 
induced first order transition originally proposed by Brazovskii. (14) (13) The observation of 
this transition in poly(ethylene-propylene)-poly(ethylethylene) diblock copolymers of approx­
imately equal persistence length is probably the most convincing experimental verification of 
the Brazovskii scenario of weak crystallization. (16) Complex inhomogeneous structures in 
block copolymer system are caused by the competition between short-ranged repulsive forces 
between monomers, favoring macroscopic phase separation, and long range interaction between 
different blocks due to a chemical bond which energetically frustrate this macroscopic phase 
separation. (30) 
Telechelic polymer is one of the simple example of associating polymers. Telechelic polymers 
are comprised of the water soluble chains with hydrophobic end groups. The association 
between the end groups is due to weak interactions such as hydrogen bonding. (31) (32) The 
thermoreversible association between hydrophobic end groups leads to aggregates and physical 
networks. Associating telechelic polymers are of technological importance in cosmetics, and 
oil recovery and applied to peptide synthesis, enzyme modification and solid rocket propellant. 
(33) The structure of telechelic polymers has a form of symmetric ABA triblock copolymer 
with extremely small volume fraction of /. In this telechelic polymer, there is an additional 
competition between phase separation and molecular association at end groups. (34) Small 
angel neutron scattering (SANS)and rheological investigation reveals the glassy behaviors in 
diblock copolymers (16) and in gels. (17) (18) (19) 
In the next chapter, the electrostatic model for microemulsions and the density functional 
theory for block copolymers in equilibrium state will be reviewed. In chapter 3, replica approach 
for nonrandomness and self-generated glass of Brazovskii model will be discussed. In chapter 
4, the nonequilibrium physics of microemulsion and block copolymers, the main result of this 
thesis, will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2. EQUILIBRIUM THEORY OF MICROEMULSION AND 
BLOCK COPOLYMER SYSTEMS 
2.1 Charge frustrated Ising model for microemulsions 
Water and oil are immiscible. They are thermodynamically unstable. When we add a suffi­
cient amount of surfactant, oil and water becomes miscible and forms a thermodynamical stable 
phase. The surfactant is comprised of a polar head group (soluble in water) and hydrophobic 
tail group (soluble in oil). The role of the surfactant is to reduce the interfacial energy between 
water and oil molecules to stabilize two different phases. (8) Water-oil-surfactant systems are 
called a microemulsions, in which small droplets of water is dispersed in a continuous phase of 
oil. (20) The various types of microstructure (lamellar, bicontinous and more complex struc­
ture) depends on the temperature, the volume fraction and the chemical component of the 
surfactant / and the pressure, which is shown by low angle X-ray crystallography and small 
angel neutron scattering experiment. (21) (20) 
In this chapter, we will review the charge frustrated Ising model to describe the various 
phases of a microemulsion. The charge frustrated Ising model is based on the Landau-Ginzburg 
functional motivated by Stillinger's density functional approach. (22) (24) (23) (25) Also, the 
Landau-Ginzburg density functional of a charge frustrated Ising model can be derived by 
local gauge theory. (26) By analyzing the Landau-Ginzburg functional, the various phases 
of a microemulsion will be investigated as a function of the volume fraction of surfactant /, 
water-oil size a and the temperature. 
The oil-water-surfactant system is described by the charge frustrated Ising model. (23). 
The frustrated Ising model in zero external field is applied to water-oil-surfactant system with 
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the same concentration of oil and water molecule. The model Hamiltonian for a microemulsion 
system is given by 
* = E p 22 % + y E (2.1) 
i j  i  i r j t j  
Si = ±1 indicates whether a lattice site i  is occupied by a polar or hydrophobic species and 
U = 1,0 indicates whether this species belongs to the surfactant molecule. In analogy to the 
Coulomb interaction, a fictitious positive (negative) charge is assigned to hydrophobic (polar) 
species of the system. Vij is Coulomb interaction induced by surfactant. The frustrating charge 
q is given by 
q = (3/4?r0psr2)1/2, (2.2) 
where /3 = 1/kT and p s  is the number density of surfactants. r s  is the typical distance between 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups within surfactant. (25) (22) /i controls the relative amount 
of surfactant. The nearest neighbor interaction Jij is defined as 
Jij = J for rij = a 
= 0 otherwise. (2.3) 
a corresponds to a lattice spacing, i.e. the typical size of water or oil molecules, which we 
assume to be similar. In real system, a corresponds to approximately 3A. (8) Fig. 2.1 shows 
the charge frustrated Ising model on the lattice. 
The t{ fields can be traced out by using a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, which 
yields 
Z ~ ^ 2 e# (2.4) 
where 
^ Z - E Hn- - (25) 
; 
In Eqn. 2.5, the fugacity z, is defined as z = e^. Making a Gaussian approximation on 
Si] and integrating out the degree of freedom we get 
Si  
9 
Si — +1, t i  — 1 Si = — l . t i  = 1 








lattice size a 
water molecule: diameter a 
ait molecule :dkumeter a 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of the charge frustrated Ising model for wa-
ter-oil-surfactant 
where 
= J &*">{&) M 
a/6 
with qo = —• / is the volume fraction of surfactant, qo is Debye wave vector with screening 
r s  
length. The long range interaction has Coulombic character, since the chemical binding be­
tween head group and tail group of the surfactant can be regarded as a local electroneutrality 
condition. (22) The effective problem corresponds to a competition between a short range fer­
romagnetic interaction and long range antiferromagnetic ordering. This frustration will play 
a critical role to form the glass in a microemulsion, which will be discussed in chapter 4. The 
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partition function is calculated as 
Si 
V;=^i 
~ / n,*e-"S(«, (2.8) 
where f i  S  (fa) is given by 
psw = § Ei ^ 7^*^ - f E 
i j  i  \S=± 1 J  
= § Z ^ 7^^; - Z ^  ^ ^ ^  
i j  i  
Using — In(2coshx) ~ (—In2) — \x2 + j%x4, it follows: 
M A )  =  §  £  " 1 ^ 4 ^  ( 2 ' 1 0 )  
i j  i  i  
Within a mean field theory, the order parameter is given by 
m,i = tanh(/3<^), (2.11) 
where dS (4>i) jdfa |t — 0. The free energy can now be expressed as a functional of ra,. 
1 - 1 ^ 
F[mi] = - [(! + mi) ln(l + mi) + (1 - m) ln(l - m,)] - - ]P UijiJiiirij 
(2.12) 
Here, Tc°(= 3oa2) is oil-water demixing temperature in case of / = 0, i.e. without surfactant. 
It can be expressed as a function of the oil-water surface tension a. In the continuum limit, 
Eqn. 3.28 is written as 
fM*)] = I /A{V + [v,]2 + |p4} + 'K (2.13) 
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where we used a rescaled field p = y p(x) characterizes pesudo-charge degree of freedom 
with p(x) > 0 in a water, p(x) < 0 in a oil region and (p(x))  — O on the average. Since we deal 
with the same amount of the oil and water molecules, only the quartic term is relevant to the 
free energy. The bare mass rq and the frustration strength Q are given by 
6 
0 - ^ .  ( " 4 )  
T 




2.2 Gauge theory for microemulsions 
There exists an interesting analogy between the energy functional for a microemulsion and 
a local gauge theory. Inorder to demonstrate this, we start from: 
F = 2 J ddx[((dij ,  + |tAm)<£q^ + r0 ip2 a  + -uc/?4 + (2.15) 
where a is index for to water and oil molecules which runs from 1 to 2. p, runs form 1 
to 3. (= x,y,z) The field ip is defined as y(x) = {<fii{x), (p2{x)), which corresponds to the 
density fields of water oil molecules in a microemulsion. And the vector potential in QED 
corresponds to an effective interaction between the surfactant and water-oil molecules. (26). 




0 —1 , 
(2.16) 
1 0 
ro and u are the bare mass and the coupling constant in the ordinary y>4 theory. The SO(2) 
transformation is a rotations around the average density fields (y?,^) in 2 dimension. The 
partition function is given as 
Z — J 'DA'Dtpexp | — 2 y ddx[((dn + grA^y^a)2 + roip"^ +-u(p^ +(-F^F^)]^ . (2.17) 
Introducing the current field jpXx)-, the partition function is given as 
Z  =  / ^ [ # ,  +  A „ ( z ) ( - a V  +  
+2g2g^pa(%)(pa(2)M,,(%) - }, (2.18) 
where the current j^x) is defined as —g[(c^y?a) T(pa] and g^u is delta function 6^. Among the 
four component of vector field, two are fixed: A0 = 0, and, using Coulomb gauge, • ~X — 0. 
Then we have only two degree of freedom and it corresponds to transverse component. The 
partition function reads 
J  VAT>(f exp I — ^ J  d d a  
~ j PA exp J ddx 
#0 + Ap(%)(-a2 + ^a(a;)^(a;))A^(a;) -j^(r)A^(T) 
o2 A^(z)(-^ + -r < >)A^(z) - ^(%)A^(a;) (2.19) 
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where we used <p*a{x)ipa{x) as average value (<p2 a{x))  = [ip\(x)\2  + [ip%(x)]2 .  
For the effective interaction between water and oil molecules which is mediated by the 
surfactant, the surfactant field (A^,) is integrated out. Using the Gaussian integral, 
/ Dse-i = exp(l[j(A)T.y]), (2.20) 
the integral over the gauge field is straightforward and yields: 
J  VA exp j - ^ J  d d x  2 Ap(z)(-^ + Y < VaW 
r.2 
= e^P[-^rln(-^ + Y(^(a;)))]. (2.21) 
This leads to the partition function. 
Z ( j )  =  Z (0) exp J ddx ddx'  ^\ j{x)G{x -  x')j(x ')] .  (2.22) 
The two point correlation function is then determined by the functional derivative 
iroM = G ( " , )  ( 2 - 2 3 )  





^•n(x — x ')  
where m is given as ^ (y2 (z)) = m2. Using this result, we finally obtain the partition function 
Z = y ^ <fY j - (2 26) 
When we consider the fluctuation field t[>(x) as <p°(x) + 4>(x),  then j{x)j(x ')  can be expressed 
as 2 x 2 matrix form of \ij>a {x)Wipa(x). W is given by 
W = \  -VÎ(I)V°(I) |. (2.27) 
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It follows, 4>i{x) +1^2(z) = 0. This condition is what we used for water and oil density field. 
Also, this condition is found for block copolymer as incompressibility condition. Then, the 
partition function is given as 
Q Z = J Dipexp ^ j g-Tn(z-/) d d xd d x  — JZ -<Pa{x  )Va{ x )  (X — X')  (2.28) 
with Q  =  g 2 ~ ( [ f i { x ) ] 2  + [v^Oe)]2)- This result is the same with Eqn. 2.13. The mass 
acquirement in particle physics is expressed as Debye-Huckel theory in the chemistry. (26) 
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2.3 Phase diagrams in equilibrium state 
To analyze the equilibrium phases of a microemulsion, we should investigate the correlation 
function of the system. Within mean field theory, the density-density correlation function of 
the model, G(q) = T~l (pqp_q) is given by 
<%) = ^ /) . (2.29) 
where r, ro + u (p)2, is the renormalized "mass" of the theory. G(q) can alternatively written 
as 
~ -.2 ° „,2 
a.% — at 
( 
al — 1 a2 - 1 (2.30) 
where 
- 5 ( 4 + 1 , t V Ï ( 4 _ 1 )  < 2 - 3 1 )  






where the modulation length lm — and the correlation length £ are defined as lm = —-, 
£ — The Fourier transform of Eqn. 2.32 gives a correlation function in a real space. If we 
approximate q ~ qm in the nominator in Eqn. 2.32, we find: 
°
w=â£â e~*,$sinO' (2'33) 
Eqn. 2.33 explains why lm is the modulation length and £ the correlation length of the mi­
croemulsion. Depending on the ratio of two length scales, a modulated state, a homogeneously 
mixed state and, a state with macroscopic phase separation occur. 
In what follows we analyze the mean field equation r(T) — TQ + uT f -G(q) self consis­
tently and determine a+ and a_. This enables us to determine the phase boundaries between 
the various phases.  The phase diagram of model Hamiltonian 2.13 for different values of r s /a 
in the equilibrium state are plotted in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 respectively. In the emulsion 
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phase, oil and water are microscopically separated. And in the microemulsion phase, oil and 
water are intertwined with each other to form bicontinuous phase or lamellar phase. On the 
other hand, in the homogeneously mixed or disordered phase, there is no definite structure. 
Each transition lines in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 are obtained by solving the mean field equation, 
r(T) = ro + «T / (2.34) 
where u = — 2^ r  ^ and A is cut off momentum. G(q) is defined as Eqn. 2.30. The line 3 in 
Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, the macroscopic separation of oil and water, is obtained by o?_ = 0 
and positive real which means the modulation length, lrn, goes to infinity with the finite 
correlation length f in real space. From the Eqn. 2.31, the transition into uniformly ordered 
state is fulfilled when r(T) = --%• from Eqn. 2.31. Then, the mean field equation leads to ID 
\ Q 
= r0  
27rr0 T 
(2%-r oq. - a A T,0 (2.35) 
Changing the integral variable — x,  q2  = q^x2  and dq = qodx, ÇTD 
Q T 
— = r0 - r0 
QD 
Id 
When we define the integral 
T ° < 4 - a l j 0  
a: 1 
s2 + a + s




Eqn. 2.35 can be written as 
_ Q _ .  
d, 
ro - r0 jû1  _ iF(a+) (a+ - x) + :) (2.38) 
where we set A = 1 and a2_ = 0 and a\ = 1 — Defining G(x) — F(x)(x — 1), the mean 








The reduced temperature t c  is defined as t c  = Tc/Tc°. We can solve the Eqn. 2.39 self 
consistently for the reduced temperature tc as a function of /, rs and a. with Eqn. 2.14. In a 
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similar way, the line 1 and line 2 can be obtained by complex ai and a\ in a homogeneous 
mixed state. In this state, the modulation length lm goes to infinity and the correlation length 
£ goes to zero. The condition of complex ai and a\ is fulfilled at 
rSp- = 1 + 2\[ÏÇ respectively from Eqn. 2.31. Introducing the dimensionless parameter e, Id V 9r> 
r - 9 &  4Q 
+ <1D V (R-VBY 
1. 
a± can be expressed as 
lim(—5—h 1)(1 -F £Î) 
lim 1 E-+0 \ T I 
= lim T(1 ei) ,  
£-*0 
where we set ^1 — -\p^r^ as F. Then, — ai is given by 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
a+ — a_ • lim 2Fei. 
£->0 
(2.42) 
For the transition line 2, the mean field equation can be written as 
/ 
1 - 2  
ro 
+ lim r0 T q2D ' £~*o T®A I A 2 a+ — 1 of + at 
ro ro T G(F - Fei) - G(F + Fei) 
4 2F« 
(2.43) 
where G"(F) denotes jjj (l — qpy/xt&n 1 0e — l)j . The mean field equation is written 
as 
T _ — Çy + 2y/Q + rg (2.44) 
roG'(r) 
In a same way, the transition line 1 from the microemulsion state into the homogeneous mixed 
state at higher temperature is given as 
T° 
-QD ~~ + ro 
r0G>( A) ' (2.45) 
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where A = 1 + y^r- The remarkable aspect of the phase diagram is the expansion of the 
microemulsion region with the increase of the surfactant length. The surfactant plays a role as 
catalyst of mixing water and oil molecules to form the intertwined structures. The uniformly 
ordered phase emerges at relatively low temperature in the presence of the enlarged surfactant. 
The first term of model Hamiltonian, Eqn. 2.13 describes a short range interaction in the 
analogy of Ising model, which favors the uniform phase. However, the second term is a long 
range interaction to disturb the uniform phase. The competition between these two opposite 
interactions supplies the microemulsion system with a mechanism for frustration. This will 
lead to glassy behavior under certain conditions. This glassy behavior of a microemulsion will 
be discussed in chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.2 The phase diagram of the model Hamiltonian 2.13 with 
r s / a  — 10 in equilibrium state. 
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Figure 2.3 The phase diagram of the model Hamiltonian 2.13 with 
r s / a  — 20 in equilibrium state. 
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2.4 Density functional theory of block copolymers 
In this section, we will review of density functional theory for block copolymer. Block 
copolymer are made by the covalent bonding of two(diblock) or more polymer chains. (29). 
Block copolymers show various morphologies (lamellar, bcc, hexagonal phase- • • ) depending on 
three physical parameters: the Flory-Huggins parameter, %, the degree of polymerization, S, 
and the volume fraction / in bulk or in solution. The microstructures of block copolymers 
are explained successfully by Leibler's density functional theory in the weak segregation limit. 
Leibler obtained the universal value (XS)MST ~ 10.5 for microphase separation for symmetric 
diblock copolymer. (12) According to his mean field theory, for symmetric diblock copolymer 
/ = 0.5, a lamellar mesophase undergoes a second order transition from the disordered state. 
However, experimentally for the symmetric diblock copolymers, the lamellar mesophase is 
known to undergo a first-order transition by the experiment. (15) This contradiction was 
solved by Fredrickson and Helfand. (13) They made the composition fluctuation correction to 
Leibler's result and obtained (xS)MST ~ 10.5 + 415-1^3, which was more consistent with the 
experiment. In addition, it was shown in Ref. (13) that the transition is fluctuation induced 
first order transition predicted by Brazovskii. (14) (12) In what follows, we summarize the 
approach used in Ref. (12) (13), needed to develop a theory of glassiness in such systems. 
We consider N polymer chains (n = 1,..., N) of asymmetric type ABC triblock copolymers, 
each consisting of S segments (n = 1,..., S). The relevant degrees of freedom of the polymer 
are the positions (in d-dimensional space) of the segments Rn,s- We define the composition 
values of A block polymer and C block copolymer as / = ^4- and g = 4#-, respectively. The 
geometries of the diblock copolymer (g —> 0) and symmetric ABA triblock copolymer(g -» /) 
are special cases of the asymmetric ABC triblock copolymer as Fig. 2.4. 
The polymers are characterized by a Gaussian statistical weight and an additional excluded 
volume pseudo-potential 
f l e =d^/rh ± !_-b^y+ l  £  ,, j  (r„_,  _  h„v) .  (2.46) 
n,s ^ ' s,s';n,n' 
b is the characteristic persistence length of the polymer and v the strength parameter of the 
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fS (i-(f+g))s gs 
1 B 2 *43## 
Figure 2.4 The geometry of triblock copolymers. When g -> /, it reduces 
to a symmetric ABA triblock copolymer. Also when g —> 0. it 
reduces to a diblock copolymer. 1, 2 are labels for monomers 
in A block and B for monomers in B block. 
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excluded volume interaction (with dimension of a volume). 
To solve the Edward Hamiltonian for block copolymers, it is useful to analyze the condi­
tional partition function 
Z[<PA,4>B\ = /  n ^ ( q ) - M q ) ) \  ,  ( 2 . 4 7 )  
\Y=A,B / 
where p7 (r) = s $ (r — Rn,s) is the particle density of the block A and of block B. The 
particle density field p7 (r) is replaced by collective field variables <py (r). The average with 
respect to this Hamiltonian is given by {...)E = ^DRexp(-H^ ' Averages with respect to the 
purely Gaussian distribution with v = 0 are denoted as (...)w where //w = HE (v = 0) refers 
to a pure Wiener measure. 
Next we assume that the system is incompressible in the sense that the total density of the 
system does not vary in space: 
SN 
Pa (r) + Pb  (r) = PO — ~ y ~ -  (2.48) 
In our calculation, we assume equal persistence lengths of A and B polymers, po has a 
dimension of ~ b~3. The incompressible condition enables us to express the density variation of 
the A-block in terms of the density variation of the B-block vl/7 (r) = </>-, (r) — (p7 (r))w. By an 
incompressible condition, we have $ (r) = (r) = —(r). Then (r) > 0 corresponds to 
an excess of A-monomers whereas # (r) < 0 refers to an excess of B-monomers. In particular 
one obtains very simple expression for the excluded volume interaction in terms of the field $ : 
[*] = -% / <fr$(r)\ (2.49) 
where Flory-Huggins parameter % is defined as 2uab — (uaa + vbb)-
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2.4.1 Tranformation to collective coordinate 
The partition function of the system is defined by Z — f D4>A D4>A  exp (-S [4>A , <I>B ] ) ,  the 
effective action of these density fields S [0 a, <PB\ = — log Z [<pA, 0b] • 
Z  [0a, 0b] = exp (-yeff [0A, 0b]) / h à i h a - P y ,S) > (2 50) 
\q,7=A,B / 
where the average need only be performed with respect to the bare Wiener measure. Feff [0A, <PB] 
is an interaction term between two different polymer chains. By introducing the integral rep­
resentation of the delta function, the partition function can be expanded in powers of p1 
z [0a, <T>B) = EXP (-VEFF [4>A, 0b]) n f Di'texp (1 f 7 
A D J \ J (^7T j 7=a,j9 ' 
E - E / ( 2 ' 5 1 )  
n=o 7i 7n (2?r) / (2?) 
The integrals over j goes from —ioo to ioo and (qi-..qn) denotes the n-the moment of the 
density field with respect to the Wiener measure (qi...qn) = {/5q11...pq^)W • The logarithm 
of the moments corresponds to the cumulant expansion allowing us to rewrite 
W H a J b ]  -  l o s ] C  n !  ] C " 5 3  J  ( 2 7 c ) d "  J  ( 2 7 r ) d ' S " 1  7 "  ( q i " ' q ™ ^ 7 1  ~ q i " ' ' j 7 "  ~ q n  
~ 53 ^ 13-53 / fo \d"' [ (0 \dSc%" ln (qi-Qn) ill -m-hn,-qm (2.52) 
n=0 71 71 J W J \2ir) 
J_ v-* j ddqi j" ddq 
fl\ 
n—0 7i 7i 
where S^n"7" (qi...q„) are the connected correlation with 
5^,7' (qi,qz) = (qi,qz) - (q%) ^ (%). (2.53) 
The partition function is given as 
Z [0A, 0a] = exp (-%# 0g]) YI /#77 exp f IP ja] -I- % / y^-&07,q;7 ,-q ) -
7-A,BJ \ J / 
(2.54) 
By introducing a density fluctuation field 
#7 (?) = ^ 7 M - (P? , (2-55) 
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we obtain the effective potential F [<3>a, ^ b] as 
r [ » A , $ B ]  =  £ 4 E - Z  f P h -  [ ( 2 . 5 6 )  
n=0 71 7n ^ J \Z1X> 
where F [0 a, 0b] is transformed via Legendre transformation: 
r [0a, 0b] = w [ja, jb] + i f .j 07,9^7,-9- (2-57) 
a/ ^2^ j 
Using the fact that >£7 (r) = (r) with £a = 1 and £b = —1 it follows 
r m - t I / 0«r„ (q,..q.) 
= ÊE-E^r  IPh- I^%r?-'-(q1...<tl)«,(2.58) 
ra=0 71 7n 17 
We obtain only one field variable, #, but nevertheless have to evaluate a set of matrix propaga­
tors in order to determine the correlation function of this single field. The two point correlation 
functions for a noninteracting asymmetric triblock copolymer chain is given by 
+ e-=' - - (2 -
^ ^ + (1 _ / _ g)^) 
gab ^ - e-'' - (2.59) 
The two point correlation functions for noninteracting diblock copolymer chains (g -> 0) are 
given as (12) 
+a2  -1]  
sgb = ^[e-d-"*2 + i2(l-/)-l] 
s£b = 4[1 + e~'' ~ e"11"-"1* - e-l*'). (2.60) 
The two point correlation functions for a noninteracting symmetric ABA triblock copolymer 
chains (g -> /) are given as (37) 
^ - 1) + 
^ (2.61) 
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where x2 = qf,R^. Ro is a total gyration length of the block copolymer. In Fig. 2.5, we show 
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Figure 2.5 Scattering intensity of diblock copolymer for / = 0.25 is plotted 
as a function of q2R2 for three different values of x.S- (12) 
If xS grows, the correlation function is sharply peaked at ~ 1/Ro- Then, the correlation 
function of block copolymer can be expanded around peak position of scattering function. 





F* - 4- F**(gAo - ' 
where F* — F (x*, /) and F** = \ 9 . For example for f = 0.5 it holds x* ~ 1.945 
with \F (x*, ~ 10.5 and \ 9 FQ^2^ — 7.29 for diblock copolymer. In the case of 
x—x* 
symmetric ABA triblock copolymer / = 0.25, x* ~ 2.633 with |F(x*,|) ~ 17.99 and 
- 8.18. 
X—X* 
Since the Flory-Huggins parameter is inversely proportional to the temperature, the inter­
action parameter x$ = 17.5 corresponds to a lower temperature than %,5' = 16 or = 12.5 
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for fixed degree of polymerization S. When we decrease temperature, the scattering inten­
sity increases and finally diverges at x$ = 17.6 within mean field theory. The critical value 
XS = 17.6 is spinodal point and denoted as {xS)spinodai • 
Fig. 2.6 shows the spinodal line of diblock copolymer for different volume fraction /. 
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Figure 2.6 The spinodal line of a diblock copolymer for different volume 
fraction / 
Even though we can predict the borderline for ordered state and disordered state as a 
function of the interaction parameter and the volume fraction /, more information is 
required for the prediction of a variety of microstructure of diblock copolymer. The information 
lies in the higher order terms. By constructing Landau density functional with the higher 
order terms, we can predict the specific phases of diblock copolymer by energy minimization. 
In the next section, we will review how to calculate the higher order terms in Landau density 
functional. 
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2.4.2 The derivation of higher order vertex functions 
The higher vertex terms F3 and F4 can be obtained directly from an effective potential 
approach. (35) The free energy in the presence of external source field J is written as 
F[J] = -logZ[J], (2.63) 
where the partition function of the system is given by 
Z [ , J ]  =  J D ( p e x p [ — H  —  J ( p ] .  (2.64) 
Using Legendre transformation, we can define a new function as F[(^(z)], which corresponds 
to Gibbs free energy of the system. 
IM%)] = (2.65) 
T p { x )  is a field value at the saddle point. We find there is a relation between the second 
derivative of F[J] with respect to external source fields and the second derivative of Legendre 
transformed function F[(/?($)] with respect to lp(ir): 
(wwmg,))  =  (m*K)) ( 2 ' 6 6 a )  
where S ( x ,  y ) is two point correlation function between two points x ,  y  in real space. By simple 
algebra, the third derivative of F[J] with respect to external source fields gives us a relation 
-Gijk = 53 SilSjmSknFlmn, (2.67) 
Imn 
where G^k is a three point correlation function and defined as $J(x)SJ$SJ(Z) an<^ 18 9ven 
by . The expansion coefficients in Landau free energy correspond to amputated 
diagrams (cutting the external legs in diagram). The amputation is carried by multiplying 
^r^jm^kn on both sides of Eqn. 2.7 and summing over the indices l,m, and n. Fig. 2.7 
shows the diagrammatic method to calculate the third order vertex function. 
The fourth order vertex function is obtained by fourth derivative of F [ J ]  and F with same 
amputation procedure. Fig.2.8 shows the diagrams for 4th order vertex function. 
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3rd order vertex function 
/ \ 
&r(k)&/(y)&/(z) gip(w)69;(v)69!(w) 
Connected three point function '** or^ er ver^ 'A function 
Figure 2.7 3rd order vertex function. The coefficient of the Landau free 
energy is the gray diagram without any external line. This is 
done by an amputation procedure. (35) 
4th order vertex function 
^v. ' Y -  ? . .  
/  X  p  Q ^  
/ ' p q. ^ 
k I j I j 
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Figure 2.8 Diagramms for the 4th order vertex function (35) 
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The results show that 
r ^ ( q i , q 2 , % )  =  - e i ; t »  % ,  % ) ( q i )  -  ^ m ( q i ) ] x  
[3^(qi) - ^ (qi)][^(qi) - ^ (qi)]- (2-68) 
r(4)(qi,q2,q3,q4) = ^lijkl[S~A (qi) - ^ (qi)][^(qi) - ^ (qi)]x 
i j k l  
[ti(qi) - SlitqiMWfqi) - S,"B (qi)] (2'69) 
with 
lijkl — Eq',mrJ^j»™(q1' q )^mn{ tl )Gnkl(~~ct > q3j qé) 
+ Gikm(qi,qs, q')^mn(q')°njl(-q', q2, q4) 
+ Gum(qi,(i4,ci')S~l l(q!)Gnjk(-q', q2, qs)] - ^ ^(qi, q2, q3, q4), (2.70) 
where Sf2 (qi ) is inverse two point correlation function. The calculation for the three and four 
point correlation functions are explained in Appendix A. Fig.2.9 shows the third and fourth 
order vertex functions as a function of the volume fraction /. 
After these considerations, we are ready to construct the Landau free energy for block 
copolymers. The Hamiltonian for block copolymer can be written as 
Fblock - % [ [ #q#q'#-q-q' + ~7 [ ^q^'q'^q" ^  - q-q'-q ' • (2 71) 2 Jq 3 7q,q' 4 7q,q',q" 
where f q  denotes f  and the integration is performed over momentum space and W and U 
are defined as ^Fa, ^4. In the vicinity of critical point, 10.5 < x.S < 12, the composition profile 
of A and B components in block copolymer is sinusoidal. In this weak segregation regime, we 
calculate the higher order vertex functions at |q| = qo- Fig. 2.10 shows a composition profile 
of block copolymer in the WSL regime. 
Fig. 2.11 shows sets of wave vector in the hpc(parallelogram) and bcc(octahedron) struc-
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Figure 2.9 The third and fourth order vertex functions as a function of the 
volume fraction / (12) 
B  m o n o m  e r  
A  m  o n o m e r  
! 
0 
Figure 2.10 A composition profile of block copolymer in WSL regime (36) 
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ture. For hpc and bcc structure in Fig. 2.11, higher order vertex terms are given by 
fbi, 93,94) - 18^(0,0)+4^(0,1)] 
rMqi, 92, qs, q4) - 36^(0, o) + sr4(o, i) + 2^(0,2) + ^ 4(1,2)]. (2.72) 
For lamellar phase, higher order vertex functions are given by 
fscqii92,93) ~ r3(go) 
r4(qi,q2,q3,q4) ~ 6r4(o,o). (2.73) 
Figure 2.11 Wave vector sets in hpc and bcc structure. This structure 
determines the higher order vertex function. (37) 
The Landau free energy for each structure is minimized in giving ^/q = 0 in the dis­
ordered state and $q = / 0 in the microphases. (37) The correlation function of block 
copolymer can be transformed into Brazovskii type correlation function. 
Z 
eo9o + (9 - w (2.74) 
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p* — 2YS S 6 
with the bare mass Eq = p**x*2 , go-Ro = x* and Z — p**pp = p**^Fig- 2.12 shows the 
phase diagram of diblock copolymer for different volume fraction within mean field calculation. 
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Figure 2.12 The phase diagram of a diblock copolymer for different volume 
fraction within the mean field calculation (37) 
Especially, the mean field solution predicts that the order-disorder transition of a lamel­
lar mesophase for / = 0.5 is second order (disorder-»bcc-> hexagonal—lamellar). When the 
temperature approaches to order-disorder transition region, the composition fluctuation with 
|q| ^ go plays an important role. (12) It was known that the fluctuation induces a first or­
der transition for the symmetric case / = 0.5. (14). The Fredrickson-Helfand analysis with 
the fluctuation effect demonstrates order-disorder transition of lamellar phase for / = 0.5 
undergoes a first order transition(Disorder—^-Lamellar), which is quite consistent with the ex­
perimental result. Fig. 2.13 shows the order-disorder phase transition of lamellar phase for the 
volume fraction / by mean field calculation and the fluctuation effect correction to the mean 
field solution. 
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Figure 2.13 The phase diagram of a diblock copolymer by mean field cal­
culation and fluctuation correction to the mean field solution. 
(16) 
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Qualitatively, the first order transition behavior can be understood using Fig. 2.14. Fig. 
2.14 shows the free energy density in Hartree approximation as a function of the amplitude of 
lamellar phase. The Hartree free energy density is given by /h(a) = TRA2 + ^a4 + ^ff-a4. 
TR,UR and WR are temperature dependent renormalized parameter. (13) (a) in Fig. 2.14 shows 
a disordered state with the minimum a = 0. (b) shows a metastable state and (c) shows the 
fluctuation induced first order transition with the minimum A = 0 and a ^ 0 at (xS)t. (d) 
shows a stable lamellar phase with A^O below (x^)t- (38) 
Figure 2.14 The fluctuation induced first order transition (38) 
Quantitatively, the mean field solution is modified by the fluctuation effect as 
f(z, / )-2xg + c'dX Q, go (2.75) 
5'/: VgJ ' 
where S = Sb&/v2 and b, v are persistence length and volume. (13) d = 3x*/2tt, c, and A 
are composition dependent coefficients. (13) F(x,f) is defined in Eqn. 2.62. For example, 
c = 1.10195, d = 1.8073, and A — 106.18 for symmetric block copolymer(/ = 0.5). (38) From 
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the nonlinear equation, (%S)t is given by 
- 10.5 + 41^^. (2.76) 
When we set b  = 1 and v  = 1=1, { x S ) t  ~ 10.5 + 415-1/3. Fig. 2.9 shows the vertex functions 
are inversely proportional to the degree of polymerization number S. Longer polymeric chains 
in block copolymer imply the smaller vertex terms, which means that the validity of the 
perturbative treatment to block copolymer depends on the chain length of the block copolymer. 
This perturbative correction to the mean field theory is safe only for large S( S > 104). (13) 
The equilibrium physics of block copolymer is well described by the Brazovskii model, which 
motivates to analyze the nonequilibrium properties of it. We expect the nonequilibrium physics 
of block copolymers to be deeply relevant to the nonequilibrium properties of Brazovskii model. 
In chapter 3, the glassy behavior of Brazovskii model will be discussed. 
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2.5 Model for a physically reversible associating polymer 
In this section, we consider a physically reversible associating polymer, in which there exists 
an attractive hydrophobic interactions between the end segments of ABA type symmetric 
triblock copolymer chains. There are two types interactions, the excluded volume interaction 
between monomers and the attractive interaction at end segments, which causes a frustration 
in a physically reversible associating polymer. 
There are two kinds of gels, chemical gel and physical gel. A strong bond such as covalent 
bond is involved in a chemical gel, an effect of great importance to vulcanization phenomena. 
Destruction of the chemical bonds leads to the denaturation of polymer chains. On the other 
hand, the weak chemical bonds such as van der Waals or hydrogen interactions are involved 
in making physical gels. Since the bonding interaction is weak (order of kT), the gelation in 
the physical gel is thermoreversible. (39) 
The two point correlation functions of symmetric ABA triblock copolymer are adapted in 
this associating polymer problem. The number of associations in the system is controlled by 
an interaction strength Q. In equilibrium, the partition function is characterized in addition 
to excluded interaction term, 
Zasscoation = (exp( Vp)) 
Vp — — 53 """ (2.77) 
" I , . % )  S i , ' "  , S p  
where Vp is the potential energy causing the aggregations and The label of the end point 
segments s" is defined as s = 1 • • • fS and S — f S • •• S.P is the number of segments which are 
joining at a given association. From the definition of interaction energy for the association, 
we exclude the self interaction for the same end segments within the same polymer chains 
(fini,njâsi sj — !)• However, for even the same polymer chains, we allow the association between 
a different end segments within the same polymer chain. (Snunj = 1 & <5% = 0). Fig. 2.15 
shows the dumbbell and backfolding structure of the end to end looping. 
As the composition value / of the end point segments increases, we should consider a 
backfolding structure despite the entropy penalty comes along with it. (41) (40) In what 
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dumbbell 
Figure 2.15 The dumbbell and backfolding structure. 
follows we consider P = 3 and P = 4. It holds 
ni,--- ,na si,— ,83 
y4 _ _ ^ 53 ^(•^-ni,si,Rn2,S2,-^'i3,S3)Rn4,54)riij(i>j)(''" ~ ^nt,nj ^ ,5,-) > (2.78) 
ml, ' ,14 si,-" ,54 
where we assumed the form of the three and four body interaction causing the associated 
interaction between end segments. We express V3 and V4 in terms of these collective coor­
dinates: density of end segments. We assume that the three body and four body interaction 
as 
U ( R ,  R, R") = u ( R - R>(R - R") 
U(R, R', R", R'") = u(R - R')u(R - R")u(R - R'") (2.79) 
and the finite range potential u(r) can be characterized by a strength 
ql /2= /^ru(r) .  (2.80) 
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Typical length scale ai (for example, u(r) = exp (—(87r)1//3r/oi)). In the limit ai -> 0, 
we obtain u(r) = Q1/2 <5(0).In case, we obtain u(0) at some point, this has then to be under­
stood as Q1I28(0) = Q1/2»^3. The typical size of a single end segment ,lend, has a range of 
(\fS)l'2b < lend < f Sb. Clearly, the characteristic length a\ should be larger than ien</ for 
an actual association. We demand ai/lend = M > 1. Especially, the attractive interaction 
between the end segments is originated from a hydrophobic polymers such as poly(styrene) or 
HEUR (hydrophobic ethoxylated urethane). (42) The stiffness of the end segments will be an 
important factor for the association. In our calculation, we increase M for an effective inter­
action between the end segments of polymer chains instead of changing the persistence length 
b of the end point segment. Using the lower estimate for lend,which is the more conservative 
constraint on oi, we find 
/i y/2 
Oi = Mb f-/Sj . (2.81) 
The particle density of the end point segments are given as 
I 
pcw = 53 ~ rfw) 
n,s 
ft 
p«(r) = 53^(r-raj. m 
The Y^'n s  summation over only the end point segments s = 1 • • • f S  and S  —  f S .  The end point 
segments corresponds to A polymer block region and the central part to B block region in a 
triblock copolyemr. In this section, we use a notation pe(r) rather than p^(r) to emphasize 
the end segments.  As shown in Appendix C, V3 and V4 can be expressed in terms of p e (r) .  
Introducing the density field fluctuation field, #(r) = pe(r) — and using f ddr#(r) = 0, we 
obtain Vg[^(r)] and 14 [^(r)] as 
%[$(r)] = -Q / dW(r)3 + 3Q(2/go[S -^) / ^ r$(r)2 + corwd. 
^[»(r)] = -q3/2 y ^ (r)^ + 4q^(3arv^-^) ^  d^(r)3 
+ 6Q^(6o^/^ - ^  - 10/^^a^) y ^ r^(r)^ + consf. (2.83) 
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In Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17, we show various types of diagrams and their contributions for 
V3 and V4 interactions. 
Diagrams of association interaction V3& V< 
VJ 
density of end point segment 
a; 
Contribution to P" 
Figure 2.16 The diagrams for V3 interaction 
The rescaled free energy for associating polymer in terms of y?(r)(= Z_1/2*(r)) can be 
written as 
Frescaled, — 0 [ Vq®q Vq Q / VqVq'V7—q—q' A [ f—q—q'— q" , 
q «> J q.q' 4 iq,q',q" 
(2.84) 
where the rescaled correlation function G~1 is defined as like block copolymer system 
1 
°
; 1  
= «m+fa-»)» (2'85) 
with only the difference of rescaled vertex coefficients 
= f ir4(go,9o)-4q^ 
^  -  -  -  \ 6 -
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Figure 2.17 The diagrams for V4 interaction 
.2 _ F* ~ %XeffS 
F**x* e0 zr**„.*2 
xe// = x 3q(2/gg^ - p;) - 6q^(6a[v^ -7^ - 10/^^^), (2 87) 
2 f N S  
where the average density of end segments is given by = ———. For a description of 3-
dimensional network between the end segments, we choose r3(qi,q2, q3) and F^q^qz, q3,q^) 
as r3(g0) and F^go, go) since l\(qo, go) makes nonplanar circuit. The effective interaction 
coefficients ue//, ue// are the net results of the repulsive excluded volume interaction between 
polymer chains and the attractive association between end segments. 
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CHAPTER 3. REPLICA APPROACH TO A GLASSY BEHAVIOR 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the replica approach for self generated glassiness, 
in which the glassiness is generated without quenched randomness. The replica approach 
is one of the prevailing method to deal with glassy behavior in glass forming materials. The 
replica approach has been applied first in the theory of spin glasses with quenched randomness. 
(43) Later on, the replica approach was developed to describe the self generated glassiness in 
systems without quenched randomness. (6) At first, the basic concept of the replica approach 
to glassiness in the systems with quenched randomness will be discussed. And then, the 
replica approach to the self generated glassiness will be explained in detail. The two replica 
approaches to glassy systems with and without quenched randomness share the similarity in 
that they introduce copies of the system (replicas) in calculating its free energy. Within the 
replica scheme for the self generated glassiness, the overlap between two different replicas is 
interpreted as long time correlation function. In obtaining long time correlation function, 
which is the order parameter of glassiness, two different mathematical techniques are used, 
an analytical and a numerical method. The analytical method is self consistent perturbation 
theory using Feynman diagrams called the SCSA(self consistent screening approximation). On 
the other hand, the numerical method is based on the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT), 
which was developed for strongly correlated electrons in transition metals. (52) At the end of 
this chapter, the analytical and numerical methods are compared for same model. 
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3.2 Replica approach for a system with quenched randomness 
As an example of glassiness in case of quenched randomness, we will consider an Ising spin 
glass with infinite long range interaction known as Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model. (44) 
The Hamiltonian of the SK model is 
(3.1) 
where i , j  includes all the site. is random interaction between the magnetic materials and 




where N is total number of spins and Jo is a mean value. We are interested in the free energy 
of the system 
F[J] = -TlnZ[J|. (3.3) 
Since the free energy is an extensive quantity, the self averaging is satisfied. The average is 
performed over the distribution of J. Eqn. 3.3 is given as 
F = —T J dP[J]  \nZ[J] ,  (3.4) 
We have to evaluate the average In Z[J] .  The mathematical trick is to perform this average 
based on the identity: 
In Z = lim z™ -1 (3.5) 
m—>0 m 
where m is a replica index. The average is performed over Z m [J) .  The replicated partition 
function for SK Ising model can be written as 
n^ - ? /n)2 + j i jsrsfs? [ ^ m L r o — y  n  ^  
/ at 
2^J ^ ij,a 
After some algebra, [Z m ] a v  is written as 




where m is dimension of replica space and N is number of spins. We introduce Hubbard-
Stratonovich transform, by which we can decouple a spin interaction at a different site. By 
penalty for the transform, we should calculate a spin coupling for a different replica space, we 
can express [Zm]av in more simple form as 




^ ()9j)2 ^ ]g( joa;" + k).s° 
a/3 
• log Tr s  exp (3.8) 
Applying the saddle point method to calculate 3.7, the condition at the saddle points^ , 
— 0 and = 0 leads to 
dqQp ox0 
[^^exphg// 
Z = Tr s  [exp He//] 
%o 
(3.9) 
with the effective Hamiltonian H e f f  = | (/3J)2 Yha.p S a S® + /3 Y! a (Jo x o + h)S a .  The free 




i^EM)2 + ^ logrr*exp,?' e// (3.10) 
The order parameters and XQ are relevant to glassiness and ferromagnetic ordering. 
The glass order parameter depends on the replica index a, j3. The simple way of solving 
Eqn. 3.10 is to make q^ replica independent q, which is so called replica symmetric solution 
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(RS). In the RS solution, Çq'3 = q and zg = M, the free energy density in the limit of rn —> 0 
leads to 
i  i l  r ° °  i  
(1 - + -%== / log cosh 7?(z), (3.11) 
^ v 2tt J~ oo 
where r ) ( z )  —  j 3 ( J ^ / q z  +  J o  M  +  h ) .  From the condition for free energy density (^ = 0 and ^ 
= 0), we can get the self consistent equation for two order parameters q and M such as 
1 f°° 1 
M ( T ,  h )  —  —  /  d z e ~ î z  tanh r?(z) (3.12) 
V2tt J-oo 
q ( T , h ) = —L= [  d z e ~ î z 2  tanh2 rj( z ) .  (3.13) 
V27r J-oo 
The phase diagram for Ising SK with infinite range interaction for h = 0 is shown in Fig.3.1. 
The line 1 in Fig.3.1 is obtained from q —» 0, M — 0. By expanding Eqn. 3.13 with 
tanh2 x ~ x2 — |as'4 near by the transition temperature Tf , we have 
g - 06j)2g-208j)v 
1 = (,8J)2_2(M4g. (3 14) 
For small q, the glass transition temperature Tf is given as 
2) = & J. (3.15) 
The line 3 in Fig. 3.1 is obtained from q = 0,M -» 0. By expanding Eqn.3.12 with tanh x ~ 
x — |a:3 near by the magnetic transition temperature Tc, we have 
M -
1 = (3.16) 
For small M, the ferromagnetic transition temperature Tc is given as 
7^ = tJo- (317) 
The line 3 in Fig. 3.1 is obtained from the condition of q ^ 0,M = 0 numerically. However, 
SK Ising model has two problems in that the solution is not stable below AT line(Almeida-
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Figure 3.1 Phase diagram of the Ising SK model with infinite range inter­
action for h = 0(27) (44) 
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is negative, which requires us to find another solution beyond mean field calculation. (45) AT 
line is obtained from the inequality 
^ vk / 0(7^ + jom + a)] (3.18) 
with Eqn. 3.12 and Eqn. 3.13. (45) More accurate solution is found by replica symmetry 
breaking (RSB) schemes. (46) The RSB solution is replica permutation breaking solution. In 
the replica symmetric solution(RS), the order parameter matrix qjf in m x m replica space 
has all the same elements The RSB strategy is to divide m x m replica matrix into 
m/mi x m/mi(m/mi is integer for m > mi > 1) and replace % by qi in the diagonal block in 
one step RSB. Fig. 3.2 shows one step and two step RSB schemes, qo in the block diagonal is 
replaced by qi and the elements of the off diagonal block are not changed in one step RSB. And 
the same procedure is repeated with mi x mi block diagonal submatrix. In this case, mi x mi 
replica matrix is broken into mi/mi x mi/mi(mi jm\ is also integer for m > mi > «2 > 1) 
and replace q\ by % in the diagonal block in two step RSB. 





go go go go 
go go go go 
go go go go 
^ go go go go J 
Two step RSB 
/y \ gi gi gi gi 
9i 9i gi gi 
gi gi gt gi 




9i m go g» go 
g» g i go go 
go go gi go 
go go go gi J 
nv, 
> m 
92 gi gi gi 
gi g: 9i 9i 
gi gi il gi 
^ gi gi gi ii J 
> m. 
Figure 3.2 Iterative procedure for the construction of the matrix qa@ (47) 
This iterative procedure can be repeated infinitely. Finally, in the limit m -> 0, we have 
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0 < 7«i < ni2 • • • < 1. rrii become not integer but continuous value X{ by analytic continuation. 
The order parameter % also becomes a continuous function q(x) for the interval 0 < x < 1. 
The analysis of eigenvalues with RSB schemes show that there are no negative eigenvalues, 
which proves the Parisi solution is marginally stable for all the fluctuation (48). The instability 
below AT line and negative entropy problems in SK model for zero magnetic field are cured by 
RSB schemes. (27) Summarizing the replica steps to glassiness with quenched randomness, at 
first we calculate the replicated partition function [Zm]av with saddle point method. And then 
one write down the saddle point equation = 0 and Hessian matrix dqT$Qq~,8 • In next step, 
we make an ansatz for qa@, for example, one step RSB as like Fig. 3.2, to plug this ansatz to 
saddle point equation and the Hessian matrix. The check of the stability of eigenvalues in the 
limit of m —> 0 becomes the final step of the replica calculation. (49) The above procedure 
for replica approach can be applied to the glassiness without quenched randomness with the 
main difference of m, -» 1. In next section, we will discuss about the replica approach for the 
system without quenched randomness. 
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3.3 Replica approach for a system without quenched randomness 
The theoretical approach to glassiness without and with quenched randomness is com-
plwtely quite different. A widely accepted view is that the system gets trapped in local 
metastable states for very long time and can therefore not realize a considerable part of the 
entropy of the system, called the configurational entropy Sc = logA/ms, where A/"ms is the num­
ber of metastable states. (68) (69). If A/ins is exponentially large with respect to the size of the 
system, Sc becomes extensive and equilibrium thermodynamics cannot be applied anymore. 
There are several theoretical approaches which offer a solution to this breakdown of equilibrium 
many body theory. On the one hand one can solve for the time evolution of correlation and 
response functions, an approach which explicitly reflects the dynamic character of the glassy 
state. Mostly because of its technical simplicity, an alternative (but in many senses equivalent) 
approach is based on a replica theory. (6) (7) Even though this approach does not allow to 
calculate for the complete time evolution, long time correlations as well as stationary response 
functions can be determined which are in agreement with the explicit dynamic theory. We 
will use the replica approach because of its relative simplicity. A simple example of ergodicity 
breaking occurs in ferromagnetism. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the spin up region and spin down 
region is separated by a large barrier that diverges with the system size. Ergodically averaging 
the magnetization for spin up and spin down region gives us zero. However, after applying 
an infinitesimal external field to the system to select only the spin up region like Fig. 3.3, we 
obtain finite magnetization. Thus, an external field can select one of the various states in the 
system. After the thermodynamic limit N —> oo, one can then take the limit h —> 0 and the 
magnetization becomes finite. 
The only half of the state, which is on one side from barrier, contributes to the physical 
observable. (28). Basically, the replica approach for the self generated glassiness adapts the 
similar scheme in the ergodicity breaking in ferromagnetic case. In this section, we will discuss 





m = o w * o 
Figure 3.3 Ergodicity breaking in ferromagnetic system 
The partition function in the presence of the ergodicity breaking field is given as 
%] = / (3.19) 
And we choose the following form for this additional field: 
#[& A] = + A / [#%) - A(z)f , (3.20) 
where g > 0 is a coupling constant. Usually, we have to take the limit g 0 after the ther­
modynamic limit. When the external field lies nearby the bottom of a well of the unperturbed 
free energy, the exponential term, ^ f dx [4>(x) — h(x)]2, becomes most dominant. Therefore 
we can find a useful information about the free energy landscape by scanning the entire space 
of the configurations of the external field h(x). (6) 
The free energy density for such a local metastable configuration is given by 
/M = -llog%]. (3.21) 
The random external field leads to a number of ground states, which introduce the con­
cept of probability for the configurations p[h]. The probability p[h] has a form of Boltz-
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man factor exp[—j3f[h}] which is justified from maximizing the configurational entropy S c(-
— f Vhp[h] logp[h]). The weight average of the free energy density is given as 
F = — lim 1 fVhPlh}m 
^i/m%]iog%] 




which leads to the result: 
F 
(/ log / VhZm[h\ JVhZ m [h]  
i /mzwiogzw 
(3.24) 
lim n ~ 
i a 
• lim g->o j3 i k l o g { I  VhZm[h\ (3.25) m—>1 
Defining F(m) as 
F(m) nèê**(lVh~zm w 
= - lim 




d">exp - y. H{(j)a i  h) 
.  a=1 
where a is replica index, the typical free energy of metastable state can be derived from 
dmF(m) 
(3.27) 
F dm (3.28) m— X 
Also, the configurational entropy S c  can be calculated as 
S c  = - J T>hp[h] log p[h] 
= -  f VhZ[h] log Z\h\.  (3.29) 
Using f  Vhp[h] = 1, the configurational entropy S c  is given as 





The Eqn. 3.28 and 3.9 can be derived from pseudo thermodynamics by replacing (5 by m/3. 
Defining Teff =T/m, the configurational entropy can be expressed as 
(3.31) 
As the system is quenched, it is not equilibrated at T. Rather it is described by its own 
characteristic temperature Teff. As an analogy with the ordinary thermodynamics, F(Teff) is 
considered as internal energy U. From the simple relation of thermodynamics, Eqn. 3.28 and 
Eqn. 3.9 are equivalent to 
c x 
3f F = -T: •  B {^ ]  s 5 °C (3.32) 
The replicated integration f  VhZm[h] in Eqn. 3.26 can be performed using Gaussian integral 
easily. We expand [<f>a(x) ~ h(x)]2 and perform an integration over the ergodicity breaking 
field h(x).  
j cT'cj) ex p 
x J Vh exp 
m m 
- H E ^a(z) 
a=l J q=1 
P m 
-% / dx [h2{x) -  2h{x)(j)0 i{x)] 
J a=l 
(3.33) 
The integration over h(x) leads to 
J Vhex p -|  / dx^2 [h2(x) -  2h{x)4>a{x)\  
a=l 








Finally, we have 
/
f  m  r  m  c  m  
/ ct^exp -]t #[&,]-2 g 
J a=1 J a=l J a,13=1 
(3.35) 
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Thus, the typical free energy of metastable state F(rn) up to an irrelevant constant is 
1 r f m f m r m  
F(m) = - lim —log j (T^exp &c^^(z) + ^ y dz^]^(z) 
(3.36) / dr ^(r)^(a;) -i—— 
2m 
-
In Eqn. 3.36, the overlap term between two different replica, f  i<Pa(x ) ( f>p(x ) ,  
appears. As in case of the usual replica theory, we consider m to be an arbitrary integer 
numbers and perform the analytical continuation to arbitrary m at the end. To investigate the 
physical meaning of the replica coupling, we consider the correlation function in replica space 
Gap(q) = (<Mq)<M-q)> • The Dyson equation in replica space can be written as 
gu(q) = oo i(q)d„f + (4) - % (3 37) 
m 
where Gq1 is bare propagator and includes g — Eaa(q) is a self energy in replica space 
and can be decomposed into a diagonal part and off diagonal part in replica space such as 
Stt|g(q) = S/<(q)<5Qi3 + Sj?(q). We then construct the correlation function in replica space 
Gaf?(q) with a diagonal part and off diagonal part such as 
Caf(q) = ^(q)^ + F(q) (3.38) 
where K(q) is a response function and is defined as K(q) = G(q) — F(q). This ansatz corre­
sponds to one step RSB as mentioned in section 3.2. Eqn. 3.38 has an inverse relation of Eqn. 
3.37. Using the inverse matrix in replica space, we have 
g-i(q) = gôi(q) + 2c(q) 
F(<l) = G(q) - g-1(q) _ m(Sf (q) - jjL) M 
with Sc(q) = E#(q) + E.p(q). For example, in case of the microemulsion problem in chapter 2, 
the original Hamiltonian is given as Eqn. 2.13. The renormalized diagonal correlation function 
G'(q) is given as 
a^ = VTëT^ + g-^ <3'40) 
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The replica scenario for self generated glass sets m —> 1 and g —> 0 at the end of calculation 
as like the ergodicity breaking in ferromagnetic case. In the limit of m -> 1 and g -» 0, the 
two correlation functions in replica space becomes 
1 G(q) = 
r + + 
(<,)' (341) 
When Sj?(q) = 0, the off diagonal function F(q) goes to zero. However, despite of g —> 0, 
the nonzero Sf(q) makes F(q) nonzero, which signals self generated glassiness. The physical 
meaning of two correlation functions in replica space can be interpreted as 
G'(q) = : instant correlation function 
F(q) = lim {4>q(t)(f>-q(0)) : long time correlation function. (3.42) i—>oo 
The off diagonal correlation function can be obtained by analytical and numerical method. In 
next two sections, these two different methods will be discussed. 
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3.4 DMFT (Dynamical mean field theory) - numerical method 
The major problem of the replica theory to self generated glassiness is the determination 
of the partition function Z (m). Even for the liquid state (i.e. m = 1 and g = 0 at the outset) 
this is a very hard problem without known exact solution and we are forced to use computer 
simulations or to develop approximate analytical theories. In developing such an approximate 
theory we take advantage of the fact that glass forming systems are often driven by strong 
local correlations, as opposed to the pronounced long ranged correlations at a second order 
phase transition or the critical point of the liquid-vapor coexistence curve. This is probably 
most transparent in the mode coupling theory of undercooled liquids where a given molecule 
is locally caged by its environment built of other molecules. 
Calling a physical system local does not necessarily imply that its correlation function 
is rapidly decaying in space. In the language of many body theory it only implies that the 
irreducible self energy E (k) ~ S is independent of momentum. Here, S is related to the 
correlation function G (k) = (0(k)<£(—k)( via Dyson equation 
G(k)-i = Go (k)-i-2. (3.43) 
If we consider the emergence of glassy states we have to use the replica theory and Eqn. 3.43 
becomes an (m x m) matrix equation with Ga@{q) = (0Q(q)<^g(—q)), G'";o(q) = G°(q)6a|g as 
well as self energy matrix 2^. 
Traditionally, the self energy is introduced because it has a comparatively simple structure 
within perturbation theory. However, in the theory of strongly correlated Fermi systems it 
has been recognized that a momentum independent self energy allows conceptually new, non-
perturbative insight into the dynamics of many body systems. (51) (52) We will adopt the 
main strategy of this dynamical mean field theory to our problem. 
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3.4.1 DMFT theory 
In a solid state physics, despite a good understanding of the weakly correlated electrons in 
a metal and the localized electrons in an insulators, it is hard to properly describe transition 
metals such as vanadium, iron and their oxides since the electrons on flat narrow d and / 
orbitals feel a strong Coulomb repulsion. (50) As one of the effective Hamiltonian to describe 
correlated electrons, the Hubbard Hamiltonian is widely used in a condensed matter physics. 
The Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by 
H — — ^  ^  t i j  {cfpCja + CjpCiff)  + U J n i \n i j i  (3.44) 
i 
where t i j  and U represent electron hopping term between site i , j  and on-site(local) Coulomb 
interaction respectively, a is a spin index. The competing interaction between a kinetic 
hopping term and local repulsive Coulomb term controls the physical properties. Even though 
the Hubbard model has a simple and intuitive picture, the model is only solvable exactly 
in one dimension. To understand the physics in two and three dimension, it is inevitable 
to make proper assumptions even for numerical calculations such as exact diagonalization 
method and quantum Monte Carlo method, which leave some controversial problems. (52) 
The DMFT is one candidate method even for the nonperturbative region. In a classical spin 
model, for example, Ising model, the mean field solution becomes exact in the limit of large 
spatial dimension d —> oo or in the limit of large coordination number Z —» oo. In this limit, 
the fluctuations in the " bath" of the surrounding neighbors become negligible, such that the 
Ising model reduces to a single-site problem. The surrounding of any site is completely is 
described by a single effective mean field parameter h^p (Weiss field). The Ising Hamiltonian 
becomes purely local. (51) In DMFT, the spatial fluctuations freeze out by making the spatial 
dimension or coordination number large. However, in quantum system, we should consider the 
local quantum fluctuation, i.e. the fluctuation of neighboring spins as a "bath", which is not 
frozen. In the case of the quantum system, the Weiss field becomes a function of time instead 
of constant in a classical case. That is the main difference between the classical and quantum 
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case. The kinetic energy part of the Hubbard Hamiltonian is given as 
Fkinetic — ^ ^ ^ /* ^ cri (3.45) 
(y),cr k,(t 
where = c^c^. The energy dispersion eu is given as = — 2i^i=i cos&j. The density of 
state(DOS) Nd(E) = ~~ %) for d -4 oo by central limit theorem is given by 
27» \ 2 £ 
2*Vd 
(3.46) 
The only nontrivial DOS is obtained by the proper scaling of 
(3.47) 
(53) 
The transition nonvanishing amplitude between nearest neighbor (cfaCja) = 9%j,a, should 
take the form of 0(4-) since the order of the hopping term t ~ 0{-j=) and 0(d) for J2(ij),a • 
This property gives us an interesting feature of the irreducible self energies in d —> oo. As a 
simple example, Fig.3.4 shows the 2nd order irreducible self energy E-2^ in Coulomb repulsive 
energy U. (51) Since the order of the transition amplitude has C?(-^=),2^ has a form of 
J2{ij)a°(l)3/2 ~ C(^), which vanishes in d -» oo. The diagrams comprised of more than 
two paths for i ^ j collapsed to a single site and the diagrams survives only for i = j. (51) (52) 
(54) Since the irreducible self energy becomes a local quantity, we have an important result 
for the irreducible self energy. 
The self energy becomes momentum independent. 
In the case of classical problem, the self energy in d —» oo becomes a number. The purpose 
of this section is to combine DMFT with replica method for self generated glass. 
^û*i c r(^) — ^u,(t(^) for d y oo. (3.48) 
The Fourier transform reads 
Ek,<r(iv) = 2„(w) for d oo. (3.49) 
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ZSij 
Figure 3.4 collapsed irreducible self energy in 2nd order in U. (51) 
3.4.2 Application of the DMFT to glasses 
Returning to the replica problem to self generated glassiness, F(m) determines the con­
figurational entropy and the average free energy of the system. We use the fact that the free 
energy F (m) determined by Eqn. 3.36 can be written as (55) (56) 
where the trace goes for each q-point over the [m x m) matrix components together with a 
sum over q. The latter can also be written as a matrix trace of real space functions G (x, x') 
etc. The functional $ [G] is well defined in terms of Feynman diagrams as the sum of skeleton 
diagrams of the free energy. In what follows we will not try to calculate $ but merely use the 
fact that such a functional exists. From the definition of $ it follows that it determines the 
self energy via functional derivative: 
F (m) = ^tr log (Go i - S) + ^ tr (2G) + [G] (3.50) 
(3.51) 
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Since we made the assumption that S is momentum independent, Fourier transformation yields 
Hap (x, x') = T,apô (x — x'). Thus, the functional derivative, Eqn. 3.51, vanishes if x ^ x', 
which implies that for a local theory, $ solely depends on the local, momentum averaged, 
correlation function, 
Since all our interactions, V [</>] are (by assumption) local as well, we conclude that there 
exists a local problem with Hamiltonian 
which has an identical functional $ [G] of its own correlation function G, which is also a 
(m x m) matrix but does not depend on position or momentum, ao is a typical microscopic 
length scale, for example a hard core diameter and need be specified for each system. Even 
though, H has no spatial structure anymore, the perturbation theory up to arbitrary order is 




3.4.3 Derivation of Weiss field by cavity method 
In the mapping the original lattice problem into local problem, we adapt a cavity method 
for fulfilling this purpose. The cavity method was developed for describing the short range 
interaction effect near Tc in a mean field theory by Onsager. We consider the action S[oc of 
local space in <p4 model at first since this cavity method is easily extended to <p3. 
where ip0 is a localized field at the origin and the uioc is a local coupling constant for <p4 
theory. As mentioned in the previous section, the purpose of this procedure is to solve the 
local problem rather than the original lattice problem. In case of a block copolymer, we can 
assume that the monomers of polymer are located on the lattice. In the lattice problem, the 
action Siattice in the <p4 continuum model is given as 
where g(x  — x ' )o  is non-interacting Green's function and d  is a dimension. And this action, 
Siattice, of the lattice problem in the continuum model also can be written as 
where is defined as Within the cavity method, Siattice can be expressed as the 
sum of actions at o site and the environment. 
(3.54) 




where S0  is the action at o site and is the action when the o site is removed. And t0j is a 
coupling term between o site and the environment and given by 
s0 = g vog^o vo + 
i^o 
j. — /*** 0—1 
AS = sjT,toilPo<Pi- (3.58) 
The partition function Ziattice of the lattice problem is then given as 
- h  •2lattice — I T-)<*pe -S la t .  






where (e~S o~A S)^°hs the average value when the o site is removed. Expanding exp(-AS) 
with respect to t0i, we have 
~ e""^°(l - ^ ^ )- (3 60) 
i#0 iyj^o 
If the expectation value {<Pi)^ = 0 for ip4 ,  it follows 
^ ^ I] wojvwo + ' " ) 
— 6 ° (1 + — ^ ^tojtojtpo'flog^j + — "y ^ taitojt0kt0i(p0<p0<p0(pogi:jkl + •••), 2 -ui-uj-ruru-tj 
i , j^o i , j ,k, l^o 
(3.61) 
where G^ is the non interacting Green's function in the absence of o-site. In the case 
of v?3 interaction, (<Pi)^ ^ 0. In this case, we have extra terms in the expansion as like 
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-J^toiVo (fi), —| (£toi (Pi^VoPo- This extra term requires an introduction of new Weiss 
i=to i^o 
field T-L, which is defined as ^ J-oi (fi) • By power counting in d —> oo dimension, y^t0it0jt0kG^l 
i^ko i,j,k 
(for i = I) and ^ toitojtoktoiG^h should vanishes. Based on the power counting, 
i,j,k,l 
^ (3.62) 
i , j¥=o 
Reexponentiating Eqn. 3.62 (which is correct up to second order) 
^-&,-A^M ^ ^ p(-So + ^  12 (3.63) 
hj^O 
We find the relation between Sioc and Siattice 
Sloe = So - y t  tcntpjGjf 
T^PoJ Vo + —(3.64) 
where the Weiss field J is given as 
J = (3.65) 
hj^o 
Since G\^ is the non-interacting Green's function in the absence of site o , it's convenient to 
express G^ as the Green's function Gij without the restriction of site o removed. This can be 
done by introducing a potential V on site i — o and find the propagator Gij(V). And then we 
can exclude the site by taking the limit V -> oo. Gij(V) is given as 
G* = % + (3.66) 
where V is the repulsive potential at site o. When we analyze the paths which connect site i , j  
through site o, it follows. 
G i j  =  G { j  +  G i 0 V  G  j o  
= Gu + Gi0V G j0 + Gi0V G00V G jo + Gi0V G00V G00V G ;0 + • • • 
(3-67) 
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By making the potential V at site o infinity, we can create the cavity at site o. Then, we can 
express G\°* as the full Green's function. 
= lim G*(y) = (3.68) J V->00 Lr oo 
Then, the Weiss field is now expressed in terms of the full Green's function which include the 
site % — o.  
j = (369) 
(j 
where the sum over i , j  does not need to be restricted, since the contributions either i  = o,j  = o 
or both i — j — o all vanish. Introducing the Fourier transform of Gij, 
Gû=I]G(g)e^-'';), (3.70) 
9 
we can write 
(3.71) 
i ,j 9 i,j 
9 
where eq — y^tijeiq(ri~r^. In a similar way, one finds 
hi 
^Gi. = ZXG(g) 
i q 
G^ = gG(g). (3.72) 
q 
The Weiss field is given as 
J — G oo 1 _ yjoitojiGij %0 jo) 
i,j °° 
= - (3-73) 
where e~ l  = G°(q).  Defining p(u) = ~ e«)' £9 eg<3(<?) is given by 
9 
Y/,,G(g) = ! + %,. (3.74) 
9 
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In a similar way, 
22 4g(?) = ex + «0^(1 + %,). (3.75) 
g 
After some algebra, we can write 
9 
J — Goo 1 — —12 e9 + «os + go/. (3.76) 
Since by definition J2q eg = ^oo1) ^ follows 
j = g^ + og2. (3.77) 
Eqn. 3.77 holds for (p3 model. Thus, the bare propagator at the local site is given in terms 
of the full lattice propagator as well as the full self energy of the problem. Following Ref. 
(52), we use the freedom to chose J in order to guarantee that Q — G. This implies that not 
only the functional $ but also its argument is the same for the actual physical system and 
the auxiliary local one. It then follows that the self energy of the original system Ea/} is, up 
to trivial prefactor, equal to the self energy of the auxiliary system, We solely need to 
solve the much simpler problem, H, and determine for an assumed the Weiss field J the local 
self energy as well as the local propagator related by 
We made the right choice for J if simultaneously holds that self energy and averaged correlation 
function are related by 
If this second equation is not fulfilled we need to improve the Weiss field J until Eqn. 3.78 and 
Eqn. 3.79 hold simultaneously, posing a self consistency problem. This is the most consistent 
way to determine the physical correlation functions under the assumption of a momentum 
independent self energy. It has been applied to a large class of problems in the field of strongly 
correlated Fermi systems, but is, as we have demonstrated here, very useful in a rather different 
context. The major task of the DMFT is therefore to solve H for given J. This will be done 
for the specific choice of a replica symmetric correlation function 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
(g)=#(g)6«f+ f(g) (3.80) 
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as well as the self energy 
sa/3 = ^k^ai3 + sf- (3.81) 
Below we will analyze the stability of this choice for a specific example. 
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3.4.4 The Brazovskii model of microphase separation 
We are now in the position to apply our approach to a specific physical system. We consider 
a one component system (L = 1) governed by the three dimensional Brazovskii model (14), 
H — 2  J  (^oV + ~3~^3 + 2^  + ^4~ + 9o] 4>)  j (3.82) 
which has a broad range of applicability in systems with microphase separation like the theory 
of micro-emulsions (22) (57) (58), block copolymers (12) (13) or even doped transition metal 
oxides (59) (61). In Ref. (60) it was even argued that it might be used as a simple toy model 
for glass forming liquids. From Eqn. 3.82, it follows the dimensionless bare coupling constants 
are given by u/qo and v/q^2. The bare correlation function follows from Eqn. 3.82 
1 
Go(g) 
£0<?0 + 4z (q2 ~ q0 y 490 
1 (3.83) 
£o<?o + (g — go)2 
The Brazovskii model is interesting because of the large phase space of low energy fluctu­
ations as is evident from the gradient term, V2 + g(), in the Hamiltonian. All fluctuations 
with momenta |q| = go can, independent of the direction of q, be excited most easily. The 
wave number go is related to various physical quantities in all these different systems. In 
microemulsions, go is determined by the volume fraction of amphiphilic molecules whereas it 
is inversely proportional to the radius of gyration in block copolymers and to the strength 
of the Coulomb interaction in doped transition metal oxides. Clearly, the role played by the 
microscopic length scale do of the previous section is q^1. If the self energy is momentum 
independent the correlation function has a form like 
G ( î )  
"<» -« ) '+ *»*  ( 3 8 4 )  
with = eg - g^2 > 0, which yields H = J" (g) = 
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3.4.5 DMFT for the liquid state 
Ignoring glassiness for the moment, the local Hamiltonian is given by 
a = (3.85) 
which leads to the partition sum Z = d(j>e~H  and correlation function 
,3,6, 
Z and G are elementary integrals and can be expressed in terms of elliptic functions. The 
Weiss field which leads to the correct propagator can be obtained as J = £q+2^£ £ which, 
together with Eqn. 3.85 and 3.86, leads to nonlinear algebraic equation for e. In addition h is 
determined from the condition {4>) = 0. We have a self consistent nonlinear algebraic equation. 
90 
2tt£ Z 
0 = (3.87) 
The solution of Eqn. 3.87 can be obtained numerically and the results are shown in Fig.3.5 
for v = 0 and Fig. 3.6 for v ^ 0. In the limit of small e one finds 
|eo| = + 4%-e. (3.88) 
In equilibrium behavior, we have made the assumption that no phase transition to a state 
with a long range order of (4>) ^ 0 takes place despite that the Brazovskii Hamiltonain 3.82 
undergoes a first-order phase transition to an ordered crystal in mean field for v ^ 0 and 
fluctuation induced first order transition for v = 0. The assumption implies that the fluid 
phase has been supercooled below the ordering temperature. In the laboratory this will likely 
be a kinetic issue that needs a nucleation theory for quantitative predictions. The results of 
Ref. (75), where the nucleation theory of the fluctuation induced Brazovskii transition at v = 0 
was developed, demonstrate that the nucleation kinetics of the model is indeed very complex 
and supercooling is possible. 
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1.0 « 
- Eartree Approximation 
-DMFT 
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coupling constant (u/qO) 
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s0"=-4.0 
Figure 3.5 Inverse correlation length versus coupling constant u/qo for dif­
ferent bare segregation strength £Q = — 1 and ef} — —4 for v = 0. 







coupling constant u/qO 
Figure 3.6 Inverse correlation length e versus coupling constant u/qo for 
different cubic coupling constant v/q^2 in a liquid state. 
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3.4.6 DMFT in the glassy state 
Within the replica theory of the glassy state we have to specify the replica structure of 
the correlation function for the original problem as well as for the auxiliary local one. We 
first chose a given structure and discuss its stability later. In replica space we start from the 
following structure of the propagators and self energies: 
Gap (<?) = K (q) 8ap + F (q) 
£q/? = 3 + (3.89) 
Inverting the Dyson equation leads to: 
1 #(?) = 
(9-90) + ^ 9o 
mF (q) 
~{a-<,} + ^  to - J + (3 90) 
with 
= go9o - (9) 
^9o = Eo9o - (9) - (9) - (3 91) 
The diagonal elements K ( 9 )  +  F (q) can be interpreted as the equilibrium, liquid state 
correlation function and is only determined by e which can be related to the liquid state 
correlation length £ ~ On the other hand F ( 9 )  =  l i m^oo (i) (i +  £ ' ) )  
characterizes long time correlations in analogy to the Edwards-Anderson parameter. Clearly, 
if Tip ^ 0, K > £ and F (q) > 0. Depending of whether one considers 9 values close to or away 
from 90, F (9) is governed by the correlation length £ or the Lindemann length of the glass Aq — 
9"1 (k2 — e2)-1, respectively. The physical significance of Aq as the length scale over which 
defects and imperfections of an crystalline state can wander after long time was discussed in 
Ref. (62). Finally, the correlation function K (9) (which is solely determined by the short length 
J^) is the response function of a local perturbation. Obviously, any response of the glassy 
system is confined to very small length scales even though the instantaneous correlation length 
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can be considerable. This is a clear reflection of the violation of the fluctuation dissipation 
relation within the replica approach. Averaging these functions over momenta gives: 
^9 r % K 
= /(5^W = 2,m 
f
= / ( S f w = ^ ( K ) '  < m 2 )  
The auxiliary local Hamiltonian is 
H = - Jab^a^b + ^ f ^ (l\L + ^ 4^a + h(f>à\ . (3.93) 
ab a 
Within DMFT, we then find for its correlation function 
2 = + (3.94) 
In addition, the Weiss field is given by: 
Jap = v7<W - C. (3.95) 
These relations can be used to express the Weiss fields in terms of the e and k: 
_ 27tk + £%- K2 
90 
C = ,3.96) 
mqo 
Thus, we have to determine K and F for given J  and C and make sure that the latter are 
chosen such that G = f (q) = ^ is fulfilled. The partition sum of the local problem is 
given by 
Z(m) = (3.97) 
where H Q [4>a) = <pl + ^~4>i + h<j>a .  dm<j) refers to the fact that <f> is an m-
component vector and the integral goes over an m-dimensional space with arbitrary m. The 
coupling between different replicas can be eliminated by performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich 
transformation, which leads to 
Z(m)= / -^L=e-^n(A)™, (3.98) 
J  v 27TC  
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where 
n (A) = / (3.99) 
is the equilibrium partition function however in an external field A, with Gaussian distribution 
function. In order to determine the propagators of the local problem, we consider the sum of 
the diagonal elements 
= + (3.100) 
a 
which is equal to — 2 yielding 
The derivative with respect to J leads to 
An w  =  _i J (3.102) 
which gives the final expression for the diagonal element of the replica correlation function 
Z + F= ^ ^  (3.103) 
Z (m) 
with _3 _3 
m x _ _ s ^ y — 4. (3,m) 
In addition we also need to determine the off diagonal elements in replica space of the corre­
lation function. We use 
^ Gd, = m# + (3.105) 
a,b 
which equals to 2dl°ë^m^ and obtain an equation which can be used to determine the off 
diagonal elements F 
Z (m) 
Eqn. 3.103 and 3.106 are only independent equations if m differs from 1. 
We next analyze these equations for small but finite m — 1. This can be done by expanding 
Eqn. 3.103 and 3.106 into a Taylor series for small m — 1 and comparing order by order. First 
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we consider the zeroth order term and find that both equations yield for m, = 1, the results for 
the liquid state which determine e. The next step is to consider the first corrections linear in 
m — 1. This can be used to check whether there are nontrivial solutions for K > £ and thus for 
the off diagonal self energy and long time correlation function. The difference between Eqn. 
3.103 and 3.106 gives 
( l -m)Z(m) '  ^ ^ 





dA ((M A + (<^) J eT&n (A) logO (A) 
SI  f (,% -sn; U
= 
~ !  vsc • (3 09) 
As expected, it follows that F = 0 if k = e,  where C — 0. This can be seen from the expansion 
{<j>)x ~ — {(p2)x A, valid for small A and by substituting /z = A/VC. It follows 
F (« = e) oc / (l _ = 0. (3.110) J  V2tt 
In addition h is determined from the condition of (</>) = 0. In Fig. 3.7, we plot the dimensionless 
coupling constant u/qo where a solution with F / 0 occurs for the first time, (i.e., at the 
dynamic transition to the glass) as a function of the bare phase segregation strength e\ for 
v — 0. 
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Depending on the interaction u, there will be some segregation strength beyond which 
the system develops nonergodic behavior. The emergence of a self-generated glassy state is 
therefore, not a consequence of the perturbation, but is a generic aspect of the mean field theory. 
In agreement with Refs. (61) (62), F jumps discontinuously from zero in the liquid state to 
a finite value in the glass. In Fig. 3.8, we show the result for the onset of a glassy solution 
with F ^ 0. he interesting is the region of glassy behavior increases due to the additional 
interaction that destroys the perfect symmetry between 4> and —<p in the Hamiltonian. A 
glassy state becomes possible already for £q > 0, i.e., while the liquid is still stable even within 
the simplest mean field approach. The effects due to the <f>s interaction are even more dramatic 
for the dimensionless inverse correlation length £a at the transition where F ^ 0 for the first 
time. The corresponding result is shown in Fig. 3.8. In case of v — 0, the correlation length at 
the transition increases as the interaction between the modes decreases. Most importantly, we 
find that there is a nontrivial solution k > e. The emergence of a self generated glassy state 
was not a consequence of the perturbative solution used in Refs. (61) (62). The calculation is 
performed for a temperature T — 1. We can reintroduce the temperature into the calculation 
by substituting u -> uT. A critical value for u leads to a temperature Ta (for fixed u) where 
within mean field theory an exponential number of metastable states emerges. In addition we 
obtain that at the transition the ratio ka/ca — 3.5 for v = 0, which is close to the result 
KA/EA = 3, obtained within perturbation theory. However, for v ^ 0, ka/ea decreases. In 
case of a finite v/qj2 the transition for u/qo -> 0 remains at a finite value for £a, including a 
finite value for KA- Thus, in case of only a moderate additional cubic interaction is the glassy 
state strongly stabilized. As v/qj2 increases, the behavior changes and the correlation length 
at  the glass transit ion has an upper l imit  (minimum of £a) ,  which is  reached if  u/qo ~ v/qj2 .  
In the limit of strong interaction u/qo -» oo, we find a limiting value EA — 0.45. This behavior 








3 4 5 2 0 
Figure 3.7 Dimensionless coupling constant, u/qO,where a nonergodic state 
F 0 occurs as a function of the bare phase segregation 
strength £q. Results for different strength of the asymmetric 
interaction u</>3 are shown. Finite v increases the glassy part of 
the phase diagram. 
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Once the correlation functions are determined we can use the fact that the functional $ [G] 
is the same for the local problem as well as the original one and obtain 
F (m) = f (m) + (tr logG-i -Trlog^) . (3.111) 
Here Tr refers to the trace over replicas, but does not include the momentum integration, as 
opposed to tr which corresponds to a trace with respect to all degrees of freedom. Finally, 
T (m) — — ^ log Z (m) is the counter part of F (m) for the local problem. Using Eqn. 3.9 it 
then follows for the configurational entropy 
= logZ(l)-W 






(c — K) (2tt(£ — K) + K(E + K)) 
m-+1 90k 
c = e 2 - ^  +  2 n ( K - e )  (3.113) 
9o 
As expected, in the limit K —>• E without glassy long time correlations, it follows Z (1) = Q, (0) 
as well as d Z ( m )  dm = f2 (0) logfZ (0) and F(q) goes to zero, leading to S c  (k = e) — 0. The m-* 1 
configurational entropy is finite only for nontrivial solutions k > e.  The temperature, Ta, where 
this happens for the first time is equal to the dynamic transition temperature of the system. 
The result for Sc (T) also enables us to determine the Kauzmann temperature, Tk < T\. In 
Fig. 3.9, we show the Kauzmann temperature for different |£q| • The configurational entropy 







Figure 3.8 Dimensionless inverse correlation length vs coupling constant 
u/qo at the dynamical transition where a nonergodic state with 
F ^ 0. 
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Figure 3.9 Configurational entropy Sc vs. temperature for different bare 
segregation strength £%. The configurational entropy vanishes 
at TK-
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3.4.7 Stability of the solution 
An important simplification of our approach resulted from the simple form, Eqn. 3.89, of the 
correlation function in replica space. All diagonal elements as well as all off diagonal elements 
are assumed to be identical. Whether this assumption is indeed stable can be addressed by 
evaluating the eigenvalues of the stability matrix 
f~T à2 F  
^ (g) (gO 
If there are negative eigenvalues of H our assumption for the replica structure is unstable. 
Following Ref. (45) we find that the lowest eigenvalue with respect to the replica indices is 
determined by the lowest eigenvalue of the matrix 
%q,q' = d (q - %') ^ (?) + "0 (3-115) 
in momentum space, where v0  = - 2 , with distinct a, f3,7 and Ô. 
dG 0 G oG 0 G dG dG 
In deriving this result we started from Eqn. 3.50 but used the fact that the functional $ only 
depends on the momentum averaged correlation function, such that VQ becomes momentum 
independent. Eqn. 3.115 is similar to the Schrôdinger equation in momentum space of a single 
particle with bare Hamiltonian K~~2 (Q) and local potential VQ. The lowest eigenvalue, E, of 
this problem is given by 
l = %o / (g) + 4"' - (3116) 
J (2ttJ 
This equation can be analyzed if we find a way to calculate vo which is determined by the 
first derivative of the self energy with respect to the correlation function Spy. This derivative 
can be evaluated by following closely Ref. (55). First we add to our local Hamiltonian an 
additional term — YLAS U<xf}4>A4>p and analyze all correlation functions for finite U. At the end 
we will take the limit U —> 0 and the correlation function has the simple structure Eqn. 3.115. 
For finite U, the correlation function is  determined from the function Z [[ / ] :  
G<*p [U] = {4>a4>p) = (3.117) 
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The self energy is a functional of only G [U] and not of U explicitly such that 
^ ÔEa^SG^u 1 1 
If we furthermore introduce 
_ Jaj3-,yS — L - - -
- (<W?) , (3.119) 
(3.120) 
which can be evaluated explicitly once [7 = 0, one finds 
E (g;X7 - |F) l«s-M=wo-
which determines S.^tv and thus VQ . 
oCxa'y 
Applying this approach to the Brazovskii model we find that the replica structure is 
marginally stable at the temperature Ta where the glassy state occurs for the first time. 
Below Ta the replica symmetric ansatz Eqn. 3.115 becomes unstable however it can be made 
stable if  the replica index m does not approach 1 anymore but rather takes a  value m = ^  
which defines the effective temperature Teg of the glass. This is a situation similar to one step 
replica symmetry breaking with break point given by m. (6) 
Stability of the replica symmetric ansatz was only possible because we consistently made 
the assumption of the dynamical mean field theory. Going beyond the local approach, for 
example by using cluster DMFT techniques, enables one to study whether or not nonlocal 
phenomena change the replica structure of the theory. 
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3.5 SCSA (Self consistent screening approximation) - analytical method 
SCSA method developed by Ref. (63) (62) will be discussed in this section. Eqn. 3.36 
has a formal similarity to the action of the random field Ising model, obtained within the 
conventional replica approach, which allows us to use techniques, developed for this model 
(65). Introducing an N component version of Eqn. 2.13 with field ip — (fi, •••,'PN) and 
coupling constant, u = jj-, with fixed uq we use a self consistent screening approximation (63), 
which is exact up to order 1/N. At the end we perform the limit N = 1. 
The matrix correlation function, Gap (q) = (y)%(q)y&(-q)), in replica space with Dyson 
equation: 
G"' (q)L = ^ 8"' (q) ^ ^ (q) - ^  (3.i2i) 
Here, Go (q) is the bare propagator. SQjg (q) is the self energy in replica space. If the 
ergodicity of the system is broken by the infinitesimal perturbation, g, the off diagonal element 
of (q) has nonzero value, which is the signal of the glassy dynamics. On the other hand, 
if the off diagonal term of Hap (q) is zero, we expect a conventional ergodic dynamics and the 
system is in its liquid state or may build an ordered solid. However, it turns out that in the 
present case the off diagonal elements of EQ/3 (q) jump discontinuously from zero to a finite 
value. 
Introducing a matrix E such that Ea& = 1 and the unit matrix 1, it is easy to see that the 
product of any two m x m matrices with structure 
A. = «il + ogE (3.122) 
is given by 
AB — {aibi) 1 + {aib2 + 0261 + mozb) E 
This leads to 
A"1 = — 1 T-^ rE (3.123) 
oi oi (ax + mo2) 
for the inverse of A. The self consistent screening approximation is described by the set of 
Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 3.10. 
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WW**** 
Figure 3.10 Feynman diagrams for SCSA approximation 
The self energy is given as 
2d, (q) = ^ / rAi (P) (P + q) (3-124) 
where 
c(p)  = (V+n(p)r '  (3.125)  
is determined self consistently by the polarization function 
n*& (p) = / (q+p) ^  (q) - (3.126) 
J (2tt) 
In the above set of equations the p-integration has to be cut-off at |p| = A and the temper­
ature, T, and the coupling constant, UQ, occur only in the combination u0 = UQT. The Ansatz 
?? for the Green's function implies an analogous structure for £ab (q) and (q) in replica 
space. Inserting this ansatz into fl^ (p) gives 
n = (rig - iv) 1 + rifE (3.127) 
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where the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the polarization function are 
%(p) = / ^&G(q + p)G(q) 
IMP)= / -^&^(q + p)JF(q). (3.128) 
J { l i t)  
It is now straightforward to determine (p) which leads, in the limit m -> 1. to 
D = (Dg - Djr) 1 + DfE (3.129) 
where 




nS )• (3- i3i)  
Analogously, inserting the above equations into 3.124, we get for the self energies E = 
(Eg — Sf) 1 + E^E where 
Zc (q) = ^ / (p) g (p + q) (3.132) 
and 2jr(q) = ^/^r^(p)^(p + q). 
The self consistent screening approximation is used to calculate the self energy. The key 
assumption of the analytical approach to the self consistent screening approximation is that 
the off diagonal self energy E? (q) is weakly momentum dependent. We will then calculate 
Ejr(go) at the modulation wave vector qo-
S^(q)-SX%) (3133)  
Due to our assumption that E? is weakly dependent on q, we concentrate on E^r (q0) 
at the modulation wave vector. One easily finds that Ejf (go) < 0. A dimensional analysis 
furthermore shows that E^- is length-2. This suggests to define a new length scale, A, via 
Sjr(go) = — • (3.134) 
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The length scale A which determines whether long time correlations are similar or different 
from instantaneous ones. For the subsequent calculation it is convenient to introduce in addi­
tion to the dimensionless parameter e which gives £-1 = ^ a new dimensionless parameter, 
k, defined via 
A-i _ VK 2 -e 2q 0  2 (3135) 
Obviously, in the liquid state, where Sf —» 0, we find A —> oo and it holds k = e.  In a 
glassy state K > £. The correlation function K = G — F• Note that K has the same structure 
as G but with e -» k. 
The glassy behavior of the Brazovskii model for 04 model (v — 0 in Eqn. 3.82) is investi­
gated using SCSA replica approach in local real space. In local real space, the self energy does 
not depend on the momentum, the Eqn. 3.133 is satisfied automatically and all the physical 
quantities have only replica index. 
2*6 = 2Dd,G,b. (3.136) 
The polarization function is given by the multiplication of the correlation matrix 
Ho6 = Gaf,Gba• (3.137) 
D is given as 
D = (u^ + n) (3.138) 
where uio c  is defined as uio c  = uoq. The length scale OQ is q$3 .  The correlation matrix in a 
replica space is expressed as the replica ansatz as like 
= IWd, + (3.139) 
where D"1  is given as 
D-1 — (uf0l + IIK) ôab + Ilf. (3.140) 
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By the inverse matrix property of Eqn. 3.123 in a replica space, D is given by 
U. loc r. + nA- ° {^LOL + n K) + n K + Tip) 
Dx^ab + Dp (3.141) 
where 
Dk
~< + TI k 
°
F = 
- \a+ZKDK (3 142) 
The local diagonal self energy and the local off diagonal self energy are given as 
2d, = 2 (D*6*6 + Dp) (%, + F) 
= 2 (D*# 4- + Dp#) - 2DfF 
= ZWd, + (3.143) 
where 
S p = 2 DpF 
2AT = 2(D*.K + D*rF + DF#). (3.144) 
From Eqn. 3.92 and Dyson equation, e and « have the relation with the local self energies 
as follows; 
= Eo9o " 90^* 
= Go9o - 9o (2x - 2f) 
t2Ço — £2QO + Qo^F- (3.145) 
By some algebra, the off diagonal self energy, the signal of the glassy dynamics, is given by 
Yip — IDpF 
l + IW)* 
(i-t)' 
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where a 1  = u 1 . From the relation of Eqn. 3.134, the self consistent equation for a 
local off diagonal self energy is given by 
/1 1 \ £2 
K 2  — E 2  = 4TT F )  -2-  (3.147)  
The numerical and analytical calculation for the glassy behavior of Brazovskii model (<£4) 
are plotted in Fig. 3.11.For small coupling constant u/qo, the SCSA approach is quite consistent 
with numerical one. However, as the coupling constant u/qo increases, the SCSA prediction 
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Figure 3.11 The glassy behavior for Brazovskii model by two different ap­
proaches 
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CHAPTER 4. NONEQUILIBRIUM PHYSICS OF MICROEMULSIONS 
AND BLOCKCOPOLYMERS 
In this chapter, we will discuss the nonequilibrium physics of a microemulsion and block 
copolymer. The glassy behavior of a microemulsion is supported by small angle neutron 
scattering and dynamical light scattering. (20) (76) The density correlation function of the 
droplets shows a slowing down with nonexponetial KWW(Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts) decay. 
(77) The diffusion of droplets becomes dynamical self arrest due to an entrapment in cages 
formed by environment under certain conditions. (77) We analyze the glassy behavior of a 
microemulsion with a SCSA replica approach discussed in chapter 3. The boundary of the 
glassy state in a microemulsion is obtained by determining the dependence of the correlation 
length £ and the modulation length lm as a function of t, /, and rs/a. Since the glass occurs for 
a fairly moderate correlation length, we can ignore effects due to critical fluctuations (relevant 
as £ —>• oo) and use our results for ( and lm of the Hartree analysis to determine the boundary 
to the microemulsion glass state. This leads to the following implicit equation for the onset 
temperature of glassiness Ta — îaT , f:  
VA 
where B (t ,x)  = The glass temperature for a microemulsion is derived in Appendix 
D. The solution of this equation for different r8 gives the boundary of the microemulsion glass 
shown in Fig. 4.1. Examples for the temperature dependence of £ and lm for / > /* and 
/ < /* are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
Since the frustrating potential is of finite range, a finite critical strength of the frustration, 










Figure 4.1 The emergence of a microemulsion glass for different ratio of 
r,/o. 
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f =03031 -t 
Figure 4.2 The ratio of £/2 to lm for different surfactant volume fraction. 
At / = 0.3, £/2 ~ lrn, at which the glassy behavior sets in. 
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the larger its volume fraction, the more pronounced is the glass state. Yet, the sizes of the oil 
and water regions have to be much larger than the size of their interfaces, i.e., lrn >• rs. In the 
proximity of the glass transition we find ^ — l)-1/2. Provided that rs < 54.45a 
(a value much larger than the critical value of r s  for glassiness) we indeed find that l r n  » r s .  
The glassy state of our theory is self generated, i.e., it is due to the frustrated nature of the 
interactions of the system. One way to test our theory is to deliberately "lift" this frustration. 
For example, we expect that if some disorder is imposed in the surfactant chain length, the 
glass formation might be reduced. In fact, glassiness will disappear if we add a certain amount 
of short chain amphiphiles to a system with long chain surfactants. Since the effective mean 
square root length of the surfactant molecule is then given by (25) rs = xirs,-i) ^ •> with 
Xi being the mole fraction of a surfactant with length rSii, rs can easily become smaller than 
the critical value r*. Another way of testing our theory is to compare the transitions on the 
high-T and low-T side of the glass state for given /. As shown in Fig.3, we find that the 
low-T transition has a larger modulation length. Thus, using Sc oc i™3, (62), it has a smaller 
configurational entropy compared to the high-T side of the transition, an effect which can be 
observed by measuring the specific heat anomaly at the vitrification. At the same time, along 
the glass transition curve £/lm ~ 2. Thus, the position of a small angle neutron scattering 
(SANS) peak should be shifted along the transition curve, whereas the peak-width ratio should 
stay essentially unchanged. The phase diagrams of a microemulsion for different rs/a values 
are plotted in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 respectively. 
When we increase the ratio of r s /a,  the microemulsion glass region is expanded, which is 
due to the increase of the frustration by increasing the length of the surfactant in the system as 
mentioned in Chapter 2. Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show the role of frustration in forming glass in 
microemulsion. These results are based on the y>4 model, since we consider the same amount 
of oil and water molecules. The different amount of water and oil molecules requires to add the 
symmetry breaking tp3 term in our model Hamiltonian 2.13, which will estimate more broad 
microemulsion region from the result of Fig.3.8. 
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Figure 4.4 The phase diagram of a microemulsion with r s /a = 20 
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r3(qi,q2, qs) and r4(qi,q2,qa, q<) are given by r$(%) and F(0,0) in a weak segregation limit 
respectively. 
From the self consistent solution for fixed /, 5, qo ,  we can determine the critical value 
which indicates that the glassiness sets in. We find there is only one solution for a critical 
point and no solution for a liquid phase and two non trivial solutions for a glass phase. Once 
£o is determined, the critical Flory-Hugggins parameter can be obtained from the relation of 
F* — 2y5 
4 — ,^*2 for the glass transition of the diblock copolymer. In Fig. 4.5, (xS)a is plotted 
versus the volume fraction / for S = 1026. And (XS)A is compared to spinodal line {xS)spinodai 
and mean field solution of Leibler, (XS)MF- Since the perturbation theory breaks down below 
5 = 104, only the mean field calculation result is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
In Fig. 4.6, (XS)A for S = 104 and (XS)A for S = 1026 are plotted versus the volume 
fraction / for S = 1026. Fig. 4.6 shows that the (XS)A value for S = 104 becomes more closer 
to the MST line by increasing the chain length of block copolymer. 
The Flory-Huggins parameter x can be expressed as y + B. A.B is constant and T 
is absolute temperature. From this, the glass transition temperature can be plotted as a 
function of the chain length of block copolymer approximately.(x ~ <f)- Fig. 4.7 shows the 
glass transition temperature of block copolymer for f — 0.5 versus the chain length. The 
glass transition temperature increases as the chain length of polymer increases. This is quite 
consistent with the free volume theory. The chain ends introduce incremental amounts of the 
free volume over the end segments, which increase the glass temperature as the chain length 
increases. (83). 
However, comparing our theoretical calculation with experimental data, we should consider 
the stiffness of polymeric chains. Since the restriction of a rotation by a stiff chain gives a 
rise to an entropy decrease, we expect the stiffness of polymer chains changes the magnitude 
of vertex functions. In the case of homopolymer, for example, only by attaching a bulky 
side chain to a homopolymer backbone chain, the stiffness increases, which elevates a glass 
transition temperature. (84) This implies the glass temperature of diblock copolymers would 
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Figure 4.5 The phase diagram of lamellar and glass phase for S  = 1026 
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Figure 4.6 The phase diagram of lamellar and glass phase for S  — 1026 
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Figure 4.7 The glass transition temperature versus degree of polymeriza­
tion. The temperature has an arbitrary unit. 
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theoretical calculation of (xS)  A  for a different stiffness of polymer chains is required for the 
comparison with experimental data. 
Fig. 4.8 shows an inverse maximum scattering intensity I~ 1 (qo)  (~e2gg ) versus 1 /temper­
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Figure 4.8 Inverse scattering intensity versus 1 /temperature for / = 0.5, 
g = 1026 
The linearity in a graph determines the temperature 1 /TMF,  at which ordering sets in. 
The nonlinearity shows the emergence of fluctuation effect as the temperature approaches to 
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TODT• (78) Fig. 4.9 shows the schematic inverse maximum scattering intensity for the order-
disorder transition and glass-disorder transition for lamellar phase. Despite of the controversies, 
the small gap in the inverse scattering intensity at TODT is verified by some experimental 
groups. (79) (80) (81) This schematic picture reminds us the thermodynamic behavior of the 











Figure 4.9 Schematic picture for inverse scattering for order-disorder tran-
sition(experiment) and glass-disorder transition(calculation) 
Fig. 4.10 shows the configurations in a real space for disorder and glassy state from Fourier 
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Figure 4.10 The visualization of the configurations of A block and B block 
in disordered state and glassy state. 
The method for the visualization is explained in Appendix C. The white part corresponds 
to A block and the black part to B block, (a) in Fig. 4.10 shows a certain configuration in 
disordered state at t = t\. (b) shows the configuration in disordered state at t = <2 with 
t — f2 > t = t\. We find there is no correlation between (a) and (b) as like liquid state. 
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However, there is a strong correlation in (c) and (d) configurations in glassy state. The 
configurations within circles in Fig. 4.10 are conserved as time elapses at lab time scale. In 
the glassy state far below TODT, two configurations show the memory effect due to a slow 
dynamics of block copolymer. 
In Fig. 4.11 we plotted critical Flory-Huggins parameter for the gelation versus the inter­
action strength Q.As we increase the interaction strength Q, the xa decreases to zero sharply. 
At certain value of Q, the XA becomes negative. In negative XA, the aggregation happens not 
only between the end segments of A blocks but also between the middle block (B block). The 
repulsive excluded volume interaction between polymeric chains and the attractive interac­
tion at the end segments generates an additional frustration within triblock copolymer chains, 
which makes aggregation process easier. 
In the calculation of the gelation, two different configurations are considered: loop structure 
and no loop structure. When the interaction energy Vp is given as 
Vr = - Z Z (4-2) 
ni , -"  ,nv s,gp 
the architecture of bridge or loop is not allowed. Our result shows XA without loop or bridge 
structure for the gelation is larger than the XA of the loop structure. This implies the aggre­
gation with the bridge or loop structure comes before the fully extended network structure 
when the temperature is decreased. Fig. 4.12 shows a schematic gelation process as a function 
of the temperature. This is quite consistent with the solid/liquid transition of the acrylic tri­
block copolymers (19). In our theory, the basic difference between the gelation and glassiness 
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Figure 4.11 The critical Flory Huggins parameter of the gelation for loop 







Figure 4.12 The schematic picture of gel configuration according to the 
temperature change (19) 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The main purpose of this work is to investigate the glassy behavior of microemulsions and 
block copolymers. The origin of glassy behavior in microemulsions and block copolymers is 
frustration due to a competition between short-range interaction and long range interaction. 
According to the charge frustrated Ising model, the competition between ferromganetic inter­
action and antiferromagnetic interaction is the origin of frustration in microemulsions. The 
competition between entropie effects and stoichiometric constraints responsible for the forma­
tion of micelles in microemulsions can lead to the emergence of a self generated glassy behavior 
in these systems. In the block copolymer, the competition between the repulsive short range 
interaction between monomers in polymer chains and the long range interaction by chemical 
bonds can lead to the emergence of a self generated glassy behavior. The criteria for the fluc­
tuation induced first order transition and our microemulsion and block copolymer glasses are 
essentially the same. Both are a consequence of the large phase space of low energy excitations 
(14) (62) (all states with momenta q which fulfill |qj = qm) and are of at the most a moderate 
supercooling of the liquid state is required. This is strongly supported by the observation in 
Ref. (14) that the metastable states which are first to appear at a fluctuation induced first 
order transition are the ones build by a superposition of large amplitude waves of wavenumber 
qm, but with random orientations and phases, i.e. just the ones which form the metastable 
states of our microemulsion and block copolymer glass. (38) 
In a microemulsion, we showed that there is a critical volume fraction to achieve the 
glassy behavior which depends solely on !f. Owing to the smaller energy densities at the 
larger length scales relevant to them, nonlinearity is easier to achieve in the laboratory for 
microemulsion glasses than the usual structural glasses. In fact, the mechanical properties 
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of the microemulsion glass proposed here are likely much closer to soft materials (72) (73) 
(74) such as gels and pastes than to a rigid window glass. It is intriguing that in several 
copolymer systems a "stiff gel" was found in a region of volume fraction - temperature phase 
diagram similar to the one where we find our microemulsion glass (67). Despite these different 
mechanical properties, the universality class of the microemulsion glasses is identical to the 
one which is believed to apply to structural glasses (68) (69) (70) (71), a conclusion which is 
also supported by the results of Refs. (72) (73). 
In block copolymer, we showed that (XS)A is larger than (XS)MF for the symmetric diblock 
copolymer, which means the temperature TA is lower than TMF• This is evident in the inverse 
scattering intensity versus 1/temperature picture. The glass-disorder transition temperature 
for the symmetric diblock copolymer is lower than the TODT• Also, the glass transition tem­
perature increases with the increase of the chain length, which is consistent with the traditional 
free volume theory. However, for the qualitative comparison with the experimental data, the 
dependence of higher vertex terms on the stiffness of the polymeric chains should be considered. 
The higher vertex terms, the entropie terms, are sensitive to the chain stiffness. Numerical 
method enables us to deal with the glassy behavior of asymmetric polymer chains (/ ^ 0.5) 
as well as symmetric case. The asymmetric case of block copolymer is applied to the gelation, 
especially with telechelic structure. In the gelation of the symmetric ABA triblock copolymer 
with the hydrophobic ends groups, there exists an additional frustration by the competition 
between the repulsive interaction between polymeric chains and the attractive interactions at 
the end groups. (34) The increase of the interaction Q, the additional frustration, leads to 
the easier gelation process. Basically, the gelation and glassy behavior are treated in the same 
manner: same criterion for the self arrest from the solution of the self equation for F. Only 
the main difference between the gel state and glassy state is whether the bridge or loop are 
involved in the association or not. For the qualitative comparison with the experimental data, 
more careful rheology analysis about elasticity in the gel and glassy states is required. 
Based on the recent development in the theory of strongly interacting electron systems we 
developed a dynamic mean field theory for self generated glasses. The key assumption of our 
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approach, which applies to physical systems with short range higher order virial coefficients, is 
that glass formation is the consequence of predominantly local correlations. It is then possible 
to map the problem onto a purely local theory with same interaction and with a Gaussian 
part of the energy which is determined self consistently. A complete numerical approach did 
not make any assumption with respect to the momentum dependence of the self energy. The 
approach is a comparatively simple first step to investigate the glass problem and can easily 
be applied to multi component systems : the gelation of triblock copolymer in a solution. 
Most importantly, recent developments in the cluster DMFT approach allow to generalize this 
theory to include non-local effects and to investigate the role of dynamic heterogeneity, droplet 
and mosaic formation etc. This is an aspect no other existing mean field theory of the glass 
transition seems to have. 
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APPENDIX A. CALCULATION OF THE HIGHER ORDER VERTEX 
FUNCTIONS 
A.l Three point correlation function in triblock copolymers 
Three point correlation function in triblock copolymer is given as 
G$i(qi,q2,q3) = W 53 13 53 (qi, q2, qs) (A-1) 
1=1 J—1 K=\ 
with qi + q2 + q3 = 0 and |qi| = |q2| = |q3| = qo-PiJK(q.i,<l2,<l3) is Fourier transform 
of P/jj<;(ri,r2,r3), which is the probability that the same chain has the monomer I,J,K at 
the position ri, r2, r3 .PIJK (ri, r2, r3 ) is expressed in terms of the pair correlation function 
P/j(ri, r)P/ft-(r2.r3). For example, when the sequence of monomer is arranged as I < J < 
K,PIJK(*i,r2,r3) = PJJ(ri,r)PJK(r2, r3).The Fourier transform of PIJK(ri,r2,r3) is given 
by PIJ{<\\)PJK{<IZ) with P/j(qi) = exp(-^ \I - J|). 
For example, G2bb 
2 fN r( l~9)N ri a;2 x2 
GOBD = t? / / / exp[——(j - i)]exp[——(A: - (A.2) 
a' J{ l - g ) N  J f N  J f N  M af 
= 
where x2 = q2R2.When we set g -> 0 and g -» /,we obtain three point correlations function 
for a diblock copolymer and a symmetric ABA triblock copolymer. The whole building blocks 
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for a calculation of a third order vertex function F13' are given as 
G AAA — GILL + G112 + G121 + G'122 + G211 + G212 + G22I + G222 
GAAB = GllB + G22B + G\2B + G21B 
G ABA = GIBI + G2B2 + GiB2 + G2BI 
G ABB = GIBB + G2BB 
G BAA = GBII + G B22 + G B12 + GB21 
GBBA — GBBI + G BB2 
GBAB = G BIB + G B2B 
GBBB• (A-L) 
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A.2 Four point correlation function in asymmetric triblock copolymers 
When we calculate rW term, we consider two angle dependence in momentum space for 
weak segregation limit. For example, r^(go, go) is define the angle dependence as like 
|qi + q212 = <?0 = I qs + q<|2 (A.3) 
|qi + q4|2 = ql = Iq2 + q3|2 
|qi + qs|2 = 2qq — |qz + qs I2 • 
aBBm = NjfN J, J, Jo texPl-jv(! - ,)lexp["—lv(<: 
+ exp[-^r(i - I ) ]  exp[-^(i - i) exp[-^r( k  -  j ) } +  
2t2 
exp[— —  ( i  — I ) ]  exp[—-^-(j — i) exp[——( k  —  j ) ] } d l d i d j d k .  (A.4) 
G\FKL( qi,q2,q3,q4) = ^ EEE P IJK{M^ 2,q3,q4)- (A.5) 
1=1 J=1 K=1 
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The 16 building blocks for a fourth order vertex function are give as 
GAAAA — GNU + G1112 + CAM + G1211 + G1122 + G1221 + G1212 + G1222 
+ G 2221 + G2212 + G2122 + G2211 + G2112 + G2121 + G2M + G 2222 
GBBBA = GBBBI + G BBB2 
GBBAB = GBBIB + GBB2B 
GBABB — G BIBB + GB2BB 
GABBB = GIBBB + G2BBB 
GAABB = GIIBB + G22BB + G\2BB + G21BB 
GBBAA = GBBU + GBB22 + GBBX2 + GBB21 
G ABBA = GIBBI + G2BB2 + G\BB2 + G2BBI 
GBAAB = G BLLB + G B22B + GB\2B + GB21B 
GBABA = GBIBI + G B2B2 + GB1B2 + G B2B1 
GABAB = GiBIB + G2B2B + G\B2B + G2BIB 
GAAAB — Giub + G222B + G112B + G121B + G122B + G2UB + G212B + G221B 
GAABA = Giisi + G22B2 + G\2B2 + G12BI + G21BI + G21B2 + G22BI + G22B2 
GABAA = GiBll + G2B22 + GiB22 + G2BII + G2SI2 + GiB22 + GlB21 + G2B22 
GBAAA == GBXH + G B222 + Gbi12 + G B\2\ + G6221 + G B212 + G B122 + G B222 
GBBBB• (A.2) 
The higher order vertex functions r3(qi,q2,q3) and r4(qi, q2, qs, q4) can be expanded 
near a critical point and only one characteristic length scale q^1 exists. (30) 
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APPENDIX B. THE ASSOCIATING INTERACTION ENERGY and 
v4 
In this appendix we derive the form of the three and four body interaction causing the 
associated interaction between end segments. We express V3 in terms of these collective coor­
dinates. We assume that the three body and four body interaction as 
U(R, R, R") = u(R - R')u(R - R") 
[7(R,RZ,R",RW) = u(R - R'MR - R")u(R - R'") (B.l) 
and the finite range potential u(r) can be characterized by a strength 
Q1''2 = J  d3ru( r). (B.2) 
In case, we obtain u(0) at some point. This is understood as u(O) = Q1/2<5(0) = Q1/2o^3, 
where oq is a typical length scale. 
V3 = ~ 5z 52 ^(•^-ni,si1'^2,s2,rn3,s3)nij(l — ) 
n ,ns si,--- ,S3 
— 52 5Z ^(^"1i .^2.52,^-03,«3 ) 
ni ,— ,n3 s i , - - -  , ss  
+ 3 y ] ^ ^ (rn 1,51,rri 1,«2.3,s3)^5*1,$2 
"1,»3 S,S3 
~~ 253 5Z ^(r»i,n,r»i,.2,rn3,.,)^.îa3,îs. (b-3) 
rai siv .s3 
where we used that 
(1 — £1,2) (1 — ^1,3) (1 — ^2,3) = 1 — ^1,2 — ^1,3 — #2,3 + ^1,3^2,3 
+ ^1,2^2,3 + ^1,2^1,3 — <^1,2^1,3^2,3 
= 1 — ^1,2 — ^1,3 — $2,3 + 2^1,3(^2,3 (B.4) 
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with Sij — Sn,i,rij,sj • Also, the total end segment particle density pe(r) is given as 
ff 
Pe(r) = z^( r - r n ' 5 ) -  (b .5)  
n,s 
We can thus write 
Il — ^(•R-ni,Sl,R'W2,«2,1^3,S3) 
ni ,— ,713 Slv ,S3 
— - J d3rd3r'd3r"pe(r)pe (r')pe(r")u(r - r')u(r - r") 
- -Q J d3rpe(r)3 (B.6) 
as well as 
I2 — 3 52 52/ ^r(r"i,si,rni,s2,rn3,s3)$s'i,?2 
NI,NS sI,---,s3 
/ /a g 
— 3 ^ ^ ^ ] I ^ ^ (R,ni„Sl!RTlliSliRn3i<3) + y ] U(RTJJ, j i,R-n,, .«1 ,R-7Î3,s3) 
ni,Tl3 S3 ysi,«2 = l S l , S 2 = S - f S  
= 6/5u(0) ^ ^ ^  ^(H-ni,si ~ R-n3,s3) 
ni,na si,s3 
=  6 f S u (0) J d3rd3r'pe(r)pe(r ' ) u {v - r') 
=  S f S Q a g 3 J d3rpe(r)2. (B.7) 
I2 term describe the "bridge form". 
Is — —2 52 ^ y ^ 1, s 1, R-n 1. s 2, 1, * 3 ) l, ?2 $s 2, s 3 
ni si,--- ,S3 
/ g 
— ~2 52 i 52 ^(rni,si,rni,s2,rni,s3) + 52 ^(rni,.*ii,rni,sj,r-ni,s3) 
"1 Vl,S2,S3=l Si ,Si,S3-S-fS 
= — 2u(0)2(2/.S")3 52 u(Rm,îi - R-ru.siMR-Tu.îi - Rm.îJ 
ni 
= -2q^(2/^)^- (b8) 
It then follows the result 
V'3 = -Q J d3rpe(r)3 + 6 fSQa^3 J d3rpe(r)2  + const. (B.9) 
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In a similar way, the four point associating interaction term V\ is calculated as 
V 4  =  —  52 ^(^"1 .«1 ,^""2 ,î2.^fi3,î3 '  ^ -114, «4 )  htj ( i > j )  (  ^  _  ' * * " >  -"j ) 
"IV ,14 ?i,— ,$4 
— 
— 52 52 ^(rni,si,-^n2,s2,rn3,s3) r-ru.s^) 
ni.— ,"4 si,— ,84 
+ 6 y ] y ] U(rn 1,*,,r-n 1 ,sa,rn3,?s ; ^ 114,î4) $« 1,«2 
«1,13,14 Si,— ,?4 
~~ 15 y ^ y ] U (rni ,si,rni ,s2,r-ni, s3 > r-u4, s4 ms\, s2 $si, s3 
11,14 Si,-" ,54 
~t~ 20 y ' y ^ ^(r-ni^i.rni.^t^ii.ss'rii,?4)$îi,s2<^5_iiî3$sil?4 + • • ' , (b.10) 
11 Si,— ,S4 
where we used that 
(1 — $1,2) (1 — $1,3) (1 - #1,4) (1 — $2,3) (1 — #2,4) (1 - £3,4) 
= 1 — 6<5it2 + 15(51,2$!,3 — 20^1,2^1,3^1,4 -f • • • (b.ll) 
with 6{j = 6nijnj8si,sj- We can thus write 
Jl — — y ] y ' ^(rni,si,1^-12,S2,rna,$31 ^ -14,84) 
1l,— ,14 si, — ,?4 
= - J d3rd3r'd3r"d3r" lpe(r)pe(r ' ) p e(r" ) p e(r"')u(r - r')u(r — r" ) u (r - r'") 
^rpe(r)^ (b.12) 
as well as 
// J2 = 6 52 52 ^r(R11,sl,Rni!S2,^l3,S3> ^14,S4)$Sl,S2 
"1,13,14 si ,  " ,S4 
11 
— 12u(0)/5 ^ ^ ^ ] u(rni,si rna,53)^(1^11,s 1 — rn4,s4) 
11,13,14 sl,s3,s4 
= 12u(0)/S J d3rd3r'd3r"pe(r)pe(r ' ) p e(r" ) u (r - r')u(r - r") 
= 12q^oôv^ / ^rpg(r)^. (b.13) 
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j% — 12 ) ] y ] U(R.n,  , # l l rn  1 .s2 , r -n  1 , s3 i  r t14 ,84  )Â?1,s2 $?1,«3 
nitri4 si, - ,$4 
= -12u(0)^ (2/g)^ Z Z u(Rni.,i - Rn4.,4) 
ml,^4 Si,54 
= -48f2S2Q3/2a,Q6 Jd3rd3r'pe(r)pe(r')u(r - r') 
= -48/^^q^vy^rpe(rf. (b.14) 
J3 term describe the "backfolding". 
«/3 = —3 53 53 ^1,s1,r-n 1,s2,r"3,53» r-n3,«4 ),s2 ,?4 
"1,»3 si,-" ,84 
= -3^(0)^ (2/g)" 5] 5] 
rti,na 21,53 
=  -12f2S2Q3/2 6  J  d3rd3r'pe(r)pe(r')u(r - r') 
= -12/^^^^/" (b.15) 
The remaining terms only contribute to constant terms, then the result follows 
% = -#3/2 /" d3r/,e(r)4 + 12q^/^o = / ^ rpg(r)^ - ^ / ^ (r) 2 + const 
(B.16) 
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APPENDIX C. VISUALIZATION OF THE CORRELATION 
FUNCTIONS 
C.l Visualization of instantaneous configurations 
If one wants to visualize a configuration <j> (r) of a field with correlation function in mo­
mentum space 
Gk = (<W-k), (C.l) 
one can use the following procedure: Introduce a set of uncorrelated random numbers £k with 
correlation function 
(&W = $k+k' (C.2) 
and then the configuration 
0k = \/GkÔc (C.3) 
can be averaged to 
{4>k<f>k') — sjGkGfci (CkCk') — $k+k'^k (C.4) 
as desired. The Fourier transformation, <f> (r), of 4>k is then a real space configuration which, 
after averaging over all possible random numbers £k is correlated according to Gk-
A useful random number for a situation without broken symmetry is 
6c = Ak exp (î27T77k) (C.5) 
where Ak and % random numbers between [0,1] which are statistically independend for dif­
ferent k-values. 
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C.2 Visualization with memory between distinct configurations 
Generalizing the approach of the previous section one can introduce m different uncor­
rected random numbers j = l,..., m with = , which generate m distinct 
configurations <%. via 
m 
4 = (c.6) 
;=i 
We require that the correlation of a configuration with itself is 
Gk = (4#_k), (C.7) 
whereas for all i  ^  i '  holds that 
fk = (4^k). (c.8) 
Inserting the above expression for <% yields 
hi' i 
a = e j£x j ' {(k-t) = e (c.9) 
j J' i 
Next we assume that the m x m-matrix has equal diagonal and off diagonal elements, i.e. 
(C.10) 
«k if i  =  j 
6k if * # ; 
Inserting this ansatz gives 
gjj = (ti — 1) ^k 
fL = 2ok&k + (m-2)^, (C.ll) 
which implies Gk — Fk = — 6k)2- It follows 
i/Gk + (m - 1) Fk + (m - 1) v/Gk - fk 
ak 
~ m 
6k =  vgk+(m- l ) fk- \ /gk- fk  
m 
Obviously, if Fk = 0, it follows ak = V^k and 6k = 0. For the plot routine I used rn = 2. 
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APPENDIX D. CALCULATION OF THE GLASS TRANSITION 
TEMPERATURE IN MICROEMULSIONS 
In this appendix we the off diagonal self energy in replica space, Sjr by SCSA approxima­
tion. We start from the correlation function 
(1)1) 
The polarization function iïg(q) is given as 
d zp 
nC(g)= / i§G(p)G(p + q) 
1 + f — I I for q m  < q  <  2q„  16 qe Qrn 
An analogous calculation for the off diagonal polarization function n^-(g) can be calculated. 
/ UK (P) K <P + S> = 16^ f1 + (^) ) for «"<«< 
where A is defined as 
A = k 2 + ( 3 £ )  ( k 2 _ £ 2 )  
1 1/2 
Then, 
!Ù ,i J  8 , f G ( p ) K ( p  +  q )  ;  l + ( ^  for qm < q < 2 q„ 
For qm < q < 2qm, we can use the approximate expressions 
(1)2) 
— 
169e2 v \qm 
l zl l 
n
'




t + i s v + f e ) '  
with dimensionless number a = < 1. The product Daiq^piq) becomes momentum 
independent, 
(?) - (l -
and Dp{q) is given as 
-DQ (q) (q) 
1 - Dq (q) Hp (q) 
1  
-  (!  -  f ) 2 .  
The off diagonal self energy is given by 
d3p 
Dc{q). 
Ef(q)  =  J  ^ § D f ( q  +  p ) F ( p ) .  (D3) 
From our assumption of weak momentum dependence of the off diagonal self energy, SF (q) 
can be approximated as 
r2 r  p2dp 
SF (qm) ~ J tdt DF (qmt) J ^4^ (p) 
(D.4) 
where t = \/2 (1 + cos (9). Using f ^§-F (p) — (p - ( 1 + j, the off diagonal self 
energy Sp (q) is given as 
zf (?m) a 1 
,2' (1)5) 
* 
i _ ( i _ i )  A 1 + ( y  
When go -> 0, Y,p  (q m )  becomes consistent with the result by Ref. (82) The self consistent 
equation for the off diagonal self energy in SCSA approximation is given by 
8=2 (1 - i)' 
7C i - ( i - i )  V  A / 1  +  ( ^ )  
= (k2 - £2). (1)6) 
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Within mean field approximation, the temperature dependence of r is determined by 
r = ro + %*T y (g). (D.7) 
For the case without frustration, Q = 0, the usual critical temperature T® — results 
from the requirement r (Tc°) — 0. A is momentum cut-off. For finite Q, 
( l " ( 1 + ( S ) 2 ) + A ) '  < m )  
For the glass transition region, r ( T )  ~  Q y  —  2 - / Q ,  Eqn. D.8 is given as 
where we used + q2D = \[Q and set A = 1. If £A is obtained from the nontrivial solution of 
the Eqn. D.5, the glass temperature is given as 
= (d,„, 
t v ^ + 2 s a  ( - / Q - l l )  '  
From the relation of Eqn. 2.14, TA is plotted as a function of /, t, rs/a. 
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